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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of Inspector General
Washington. O.C. 20230

April 17, 2013

This is in response to your March 15, 2013 Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request to the
U.S. Department of Commerce Office oflnspector General (OIG), received by our office on
March 20, 2013, in which you seek a copy of the final report, the report of investigation, the
closing memo, the referral memo, and the referral letter for each of the following 17 OIG closed
investigations:
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10-0210-1
12-0333-P
10-0126-1
11-0441-1
12-0162-1
10-0247-V
10-0496-M
10-0497-1
12-0498
12-0838-P
11-0197
12-0513-1
12-0862-P
12-1147-P
12-1148-P
12-1298-P
10-0466

A search of records maintained by the OIG has located 110 pages that are responsive to your
request. We have reviewed these pages under the terms of FOIA and have determined that eight
pages may be released in their entirety. One hundred and two (102) pages must be partially
withheld under FOIA exemption (b )(7)(C), which protects information compiled for law
enforcement purposes, the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C). Ten (10) of those pages
must also be partially withheld under FOIA exemption (b)(7)(A), which protects records or
information compiled for law enforcement purposes to the extent that production of such law
enforcement records or information could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement
proceedings. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(A). Copies of these 110 pages are enclosed, with the relevant
redactions noted.

Please note that Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national
security records from the requirements of FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV
2010). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of
FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all OIG requesters and should not be taken
as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist.
You have the right to appeal this partial denial of the FOIA request. An appeal must be received
within 30 calendar days of the date of this response letter by the Assistant General Counsel for
Administration (Office), Room 5898-C, U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th and Constitution
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20230. Your appeal may also be sent by e-mail to
FOIAAppeals@doc.gov, by facsimile (fax) to 202-482-2552, or by FOIAonline, if you have an
account in FOIAonline, at https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home#. The
appeal must include a copy of the original request, this response to the request, and a statement
of the reason why the withheld records should be made available and why denial of the records
was in error. The submission (including e-mail, fax, and FOIAonline submissions) is not
complete without the required attachments. The appeal letter, the envelope, the e-mail subject
line, and the fax cover sheet should be clearly marked "Freedom oflnformation Act Appeal."
The e-mail, fax machine, FOIAonline, and Office are monitored only on working days during
normal business hours (8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Time, Monday through Friday). FOIA
appeals posted to the e-mail box, fax machine, FOIAonline, or Office after normal business
hours will be deemed received on the next normal business day.
Sincerely,

j

/tJ.
Wade Green, Jr.
Counsel to the Inspector General
Enclosures
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of Inspector General
Washington, DC 20230

July 1, 2011
MEMORANDUM FOR:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Beite~:;:::oo

FROM:

Rick
Principal Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations and Whistleblower Protection

SUBJECT:

Results of Investigation, Re: Improprieties Involving 0 LE!NWED
Undercover Vessel

Attached for your review and appropriate action is our investigative report in the above-captioned
matter. Our investigation
~thepartof
~orthwest EnforcementDivisio

(OLE), based in Seattle, WA. In particular, the
llegedly used
NWED's new 300 000 undercover (UC) vessel for unauthorized purposes in summer 2008, and
the
id not report the allegations to headquarters as required by OLE
pohcy.
Additionally, we investigated the circumstances of OLE's acquisition of this UC vessel, a 35-foot
Boston Whaler Model 345 Conquest cabin boat, which OLE procured in early 2008 using
NOAA's Asset Forfeiture Fund (AFF). As documented, NWED's primary expressed purpose for
acquiring this vessel was to serve as an unmarked surveillance platform to help protect killer
whales (a.k.a. orcas) from whale-watching and other vessels in Puget Sound that may cause harm
to these endangered mammals.

We also interviewed
other current and former NWED managers and staff, the cognizant NOAA contracting officer, a
senior Departmental procurement attorney, and other witnesses. Additionally, we obtained and
examined numerous records pertaining to the acquisition and use of the UC vessel.

Summary Findings
As detailed in the report, our investigation substantiated, in large part, the allegations regarding
misuse of the UC vessel, and we also identified irregularities involving its acquisition. Our
major findings are summarized as follows:
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~iolated agency policy and ethical standards by operating the UC vessel with his
wife and/or friends aboard on at least three occasions in the summer 2008, each of which
involved dockside restaurant destinations during the workweek. The first such occurrence
was on the date of the vessel's initial launch. He further violated agency policy by failing to
record his approximately 40 hours of UC vessel operations during that period. In addition, he
allowed the parents of a subordinate agent aboard imother OLE boat while Wlderway (i.e.,
moving) after the UC vessel experienced engine failure, in violation of policy and ethical
standards. The subordinate agent's parents were present for at least one boarding of a whalewatching vessel and a trip across Puget Sound to a restaurant.

•

~xpressed that he considered his use of the UC vessel in summer 2008 to be
appropriate because he needed to log hours for vessel and engine break-in purposes, which he
described as "sea trials." He considered restaurant destinations appropriate for the purpose of
practicing docking, which he said was essential due to the large size of the UC vessel and
because it was equipped with a sensitive bow thruster. While acknowledging that non-OLE
persons aboard were personal acquaintances, he considered their pre~e appropriate
and permissible under OLE's policy, although he acknowledged that~ay not have
been aware as required. Further, he told us that he did not believe agency pollcy required
him to make any record, including in the vessel logbook, of trips made for break-in purposes;
that to his knowledge the policy only required logging actual patrol operations. Our
investigation foWld these assertions to be rationalizations lacking validity and candor.

• By our calculation,~perated the UC vessel over 100 miles for his three known
excursions to resta~ which the evidence shows that his wife and/or friends were
aboard, and at least 60 miles with a subordinate agent's parents aboard a marked patrol
boat-which included whale-watching, traveling to and from a restaurant, and at least one
vessel boarding, which is inherently dangerous. We find no reasonable official purpose was
served through such operation of these vessels, including when considering the high cost of
fuel, personnel time, and potential liability, and the fact that his approximately 40 hours
operating the U:C vessel were not logged as required. We concluded that rather than use the
train and familiarize other OLE agents and partner state enforcement officers,
sed the vessel for, as described by one of his non-OLE passengers, "pleasure
g
n September 2008, and later by OIG for
• When contempor-estioned by
this investigation,
as not can 1 a out Wlauthorized persons aboard the UC
vess~ation o agency policy and the Standards of Ethical Conduct. Specifically, he
t o l d - n September 2008 that his wife had not been on the UC vessel while it was
underway, ana told us when we interviewed him that he did not recall her ever being aboard
~y. Based on compelling evidence, these assertions are not true. In addition,~as not candid with us about the subordinate agent's parents being aboard OLE's
marked patrol vessel.
• The evidence shows that~ishandled
to include failing to refer the matter to OLE hea qu
OLE policy.

alleged misuse of the UC vessel,
ers or investigation in accordance with
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• -nappropriately received reimbursement for nearly $12,000 in UC vessel
moorage, fuel, and other vessel costs charged to his personal credit card between July 2008
and August 2009, ostensibly to avoid compromisin the vessel's UC status. Nearly $9,400 of
this amount was reimbursed from the AFF at
instruction, which was not
authorized under OLE policy. According to
e used his personal credit card for
these charges versus his assigned OLE purchase credit card, because an undercover credit
card d'
xist at the time and he did not want to risk compromising the vessel's UC
as the approval authority for most of these reimbursement claims. When
iscovered and uestioned b OLE headquarters in April 2 0 0 9 suggested to
that OLE polic be inte reted to
allow use oft e
to~ vessel operabona costs.
ejected
such interpretation and . . . . . .ast vouchered UC vessel costs c arged against the AFF on
April 15, 2009. The balance of his reimbursements from that at
rward, until his final
cknowledged that he
voucher in August 2009, were not charged to the AFF.
may have accrued airline/travel miles in using his personal ere it card, but denied that this
was ever a motivation for such use.
• We found that

rfered with our investigation. Specifically, at the conclusion of
e specifically :requested the following of him:

"Lastly, our request is that .. given the sensitivity of the matters that we're investigating
and the need for ... operational security, we would like to ask that you not discuss what
we've addressed with you here today ... with anyone in your organization ... "
sponded, "Duly noted," but shortly thereafter disregarded our request. Later
that same day, according to another OLE agent, ~alled him and discussed the
substance of our interview earlier that day, namely the August 2008 trip when the other
agent's parents were aboard ~ssel, and even queried the agent (whom we had not
interviewed) about that trip. ~lso spoke with another agent shortly following our
interview.
•

ctober 2007 memo
uisition of the specific UC
vesse misrepresented the views o
LE's Vessel Steering
Committee, contributing to OLE headquarters foregoing review by the Committee and
. approving acquisition of that vessel, prior to re uired procurement procedure~pplied.
· ·
ith the
d was endorsed by th1:-rhe
old us e 1dentrfied the Boston Whaler Model 345
onquest through un ocument market research, boat shows, and talking to other law
enforcement officers. While purchase ultimately followed a limited competition after
Departmental counsel objected to sole-source procurement, OLE's actions created, at a
minimum, the appearance of violating the Competition in Contracting Act and Federal
Acquisition Regulations, and thus exposed NOAA to potential liability. The senior
Departmental procurement attorney who, at the time, objected to NOAA's sole-source
justification, told us his impression was that this was "wired from the start to get that one
boat."
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• The UC vessel has had minimal operational use. Its logbook shows that just nine law
enforcement patrol operations (i.e., whale patrols pursuant to the Marine Mammal Protection
·Act and Endangered Species Act) have been conducted since the boat was delivered in June
2008 thru May 2011. The first such patrol occurred in July 2009--over a year after the
vessel was acquired-and the last patrol took place: in September 2010. The UC vessel has
been operated for a total of just 119 hours through September 20, 2010, the date of the last
logbook entry. The logbooks and our interviews reflect that operational time has been
limited by numerous maintenance and mechanical problems, including fuel leaks and
malfunctioning navigational e ui ment, as well as based on NWED staffing constraints. As
of our initial interview,
ad not seen the UC vessel in-person, despite it being
moored less than a half-hour rom her office. Due to its size, trailering is not practical and
moorage fees alone cost over $400 per month. Moreover, fuel costs are substantial due to the
UC vessel's three large (6 cylinder) engines.
On May 31, 2011 the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland declined criminal
prosecution of.. _ n favor of administrative remedies. The cognizant Assistant U.S.
Attorney speci~mmended administrative action be pursued agains
nd that
eported
the Government be made whole for the cost of fuel and time attributable to
misconduct involving the UC vessel.

Recommendations
1. Federal law enforcement officers are held to a higher standard of conduct. OLE's own .
disciplinary policy states that "because law enforcement employees occupy positions of
special trust and responsibility, they must maintain the highest standards of conduct." Our
·
f ative findings reflect serious misconduct and poor judgment on the part of the s.b.ect
to include his evident lack of candor, along with policy violations on the part o
Accordin I we recommend that appropriat~~ administrative action be considered for
based on their respective levels of culpability for the improprieties
involving the use and acquisition of the UC vessel.
2. Given its minimal use to date and relative high cost to maintain, we recommend that costbenefit analysis be carried out to determine whether the UC vessel is a necessary operational
asset for the accomplishment ofNWED's and OLE's mission. We further recommend that
alternatives be considered, such.as renting or leasing vessels, using unmarked vessels owned
by other federal and state agencies, and placing agents covertly aboard commercial whalewatching vessels as NWED and at least three other OLE regions historically have done.
3. OLE's original documented request and approval to purchase the Boston Whaler 345
Conquest was improper and subjected NOAA to risk of a bid protest or other complaint that
NOAA's subsequent competition was a sham because OLE had already selected the specific
vessel and vendor, and at the vendor's quoted price . Based on the apparent misconception by
OLE managers that simply because the UC vessel was listed on the GSA Schedule, it could
be directly purchased without competitive or other formal procurement procedures, we
recommend that NOAA provide initial and recurrent acquisition training to all OLE
managers.
U.S. Department of Commerce Office oflnspector General
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4. We recommend that NOAA require OLE's Vessel Steering Committee to review all potential
vessel acquisitions and provide written recommendations to the Director based on bona fide
mission-critical criteria, to include operational necessity.
We note that on March 16, 2011, NOAA issued a final policy on authorized and prohibited uses
of the AFF. Of particular relevance to the issues addressed herein, the policy prohibits the use of
AFF funding for any vessel purchases or leases, including patrol vessels, undercover vessels, or
associated equipment upgrades, modification, or maintenance of current vessels.
On May 31, 2 0 the1U.S.
1 Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland declined criminal
n favor of administrative remedies. The cognizan •
.S .
prosecution of
; nd that
Attorney specifically recommended administrative action be pursued agains
the Government be made whole for the cost of fuel and time attributable to
vident
misconduct involving the UC vessel.

..

The attached investigative report details our findings and implicated policy and regulation
violations. Referenced and included therewith are our interviews and other pertinent
documentation.
Please apprise us within 60 days of any actions taken or planned with respect to our findings and
recommendations in this matt~u have any questions, or if we can be of further assistance,
please contact me at 202-482·Attachment
OIG Report of Investigation #FOP-WF-10-0210-I
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
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FILE NUMBER:

CASE TITLE:

FOP-WF-10-0210-I

Improprieties in Northwest Enforcement Division
Office for Law Enforcement
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
I Seattle, WA

TYPE OF REPORT
[8l Final
0 Interim

--·

Predication
Our investigation was initiated following receipt of infonnation from confidential sources
reporting that an OLE headquarters ins ction ofNWED conducted in fall 2009 identified
·nvolving his summer 2008
suspected improprieties by
use ofNWED's undercover (UC) vessel, a 35-foot Boston Whaler Model 345 Conquest cabin
boat purchased that year via NOAA's Asset Forfeiture Fund~e part o f onceming her handli~ations about~ of the vessel.
The confidential sources alleged that ....-ipparently failed to report the allegations to
v'd d
th
headquarters for investigation per OLE policy. OLE he,adq
draft inspection re rt last revised in December 2009. which
by memorandum dated February 5, 2010. (Exhibit I)
transmitted to the

Background
NWED is one of OLE's six regions, comprising the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.
Organizationally, as of summer 2008, NWED was staffed with a SAC (GS-15 equivalent); two
DSACs (GS-14 equivalent)-one overseeing Administration and the other for Operations; two
ASACs (GS-13 equivalent); and approximately 15 SAs and 11 support staff.
NWED has responsibility for conducting enforcement operations pursuant to statutes such as the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA), the Endangered Species
Act (ESA), and the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMP A). Its operations include actions to
protect killer whales (known as areas) from whale-watching vessels in Puget Sound that get too
close to and thus endanger these mammals. Until very recently, ESA and MMPA provisions
Distribution:

OIG
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were considered too broad for NOAA to enforce-absent clear injury or kill-without
accompanying regulations. Prior to issuance of an enforceable Final Rule, effective May 16,
2011 1, OLE used vo)untary guidelines and outreach efforts to protect whales from harassment
(e.g., guidelines recommended that vessels stay at leas1 100 yards from all whales). The Final
Rule requires that vessels stay 200 yards from killer whales and prohibits vessel operators from
intercepting the path of the whales.
As addressed below, NWED's primary justification for acquiring the UC vessel in 2008 was that
it was needed to function as an unmarked surveillance platform to blend-in with whale-watching
vessels and inform a responding marked OLE patrol boat of observed violation of statutory
provisions and the voluntary guidelines. NWED's rationale was that whale-watching vessels
would become comp1iant when a marked patrol boat was in their vicinity, but then revert to noncompliance when the marked patrol boat departed the area.

Synopsis
Our investigation substantiated, in large part, the allegations regarding misuse of the UC vessel,
and we identified improprieties involving its acquisition. Our major findings are summarized as
follows:
•

violated agency policy and ethical standards by operating the UC vessel with
his wife and/or friends aboard on at least three occasions in the summer 2008, each of which
involved dockside restaurant destinations during the workweek. The first such occurrence
was on the date of the vessel's initial launch. He further violated agency policy by failing to
record his approximately 40 hours of UC vesse~uring that period. In addition, he
allowed the parents of a subordinate agent, S A - - a b o a r d another OLE boat while
underway (i.e., moving) after the UC vessel experienced engine failure, in violation of policy
and ethical standards. SA ~arents were present for at least one boarding of a
whale-watching vessel and a trip across Puget Sound to a restaurant.

•

expressed that he considered his use of the UC vessel in summer 2008 to be
appropriate because he needed to log hours for vessel and engine break-in purposes, which he
described as "sea trials." He considered restaurant destinations appropriate for the purpose of
practicing docking, which he said was essential due to the large size of the UC vessel and
because it was equipped with a sensitive bow thruster. While acknowledging that non-OLE
persons aboard were personal acquaintances, he considered their presence to be appropriate
and permissible under OLE's policy, although he acknowledged tha~ay not
have been aware as required. Further, he told us that he did not believe agency policy
required him to make any record, including in the vessel logboo~ of trips made for break-in
purposes; that to his knowledge the policy only required logging actual patrol operations.
Our investigation found these assertions to be rationalizations lacking validity and candor.

1

"Protective Regulations for Killer Whales in the Northwest Region Under the Endangered Species Act
and Marine Mammal Protection Act," Federnl Register, Vol. 76, No. 72, pp. 20870-20890, 4/14/2011.
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• By our calculation.-operated the UC vessel over 100 miles for his three known
excursions to resta~hicl;}JbSi.~~pce shows that his wife and/or friends were
aboard, and at least 60 miles with SA ~arents aboard a marked patrol boat-which
included whale-watching, traveling to and from a restaurant, and at least one vessel boarding,
which is inherently dangerous. We find no reasonable official purpose was served through
such operation of these vessels, including when considering the high cost of fuel, personnel
time, and potential liability, and the fact that his approximately 40 hours operating the UC
vessel were not logged as required. We concluded that rather than use the UC vessel to train
and familiarize other OLE agents and partner state enforcement officers, ~sed
the vessel for, as described by one of his non-OLE passengers, "pleasure cruis[ing]."
uestioned b~in September 2008, and later by OIG
• When contemporaneo!!!!sl
~~ut unauthorized persons aboard the
for this investigation,
UC vessel, in violation o agency policy and the Standards of Ethical Conduct. Specifically,
he told
in September 2008 that his wife had not been on the UC vessel while it
was underway, and told us when we interviewed him that he did not recall her ever being
aboard underway. Based on compelling eviden~sertions are not true. In addition,
~as not candid with us about SA--parents being aboard OLE's

~vessel.

• The evidence shows tha~ishandled ~leged misuse of the UC
vessel, to include failing to refer the matter to OLE headquarters for investigation in
accordance with OLE policy.
•

inappropriately received reimbursement for nearly $12,000 in UC vessel
moorage, fuel. and other vessel costs charged to his personal credit card between July 2008
and August 2009, ostensibly to avoid compro~l's UC status. Nearly $9,400 of
this amount was reimbursed from the AFF at----instruction, which was not
authorized under OLE policy. According t~ he used his personal credit card
for these charges versus his assigned OLE purchase credit card, because an undercover credit
card did not exist at the time and he did not want to risk compromising the vessel's UC
status. ~as the approval authority for most of these reimbursement claims.
When this ractice was discovered and uestioned b OLE headquarters in April 2009,
at OLE lie be inte reted to
suggested to
allow use of the AFF to pay for UC vessel operational costs. After
rejected such interpretation,
last vouchered UC vessel costs charged against
the AFF on April 15, 2009. The balance of his reimbursements from that date forward, until
his final voucher in August 2009, were not charged to the AFF. ~knowledged
that he may have accrued airline/travel miles in using his personal credit card, but denied that
this was ever a motivation for such use.

• We found that

interfered with our investigation. Specifically, at the conclusion
we specifically requested the following of him:

"Lastly. our request is that ... given the sensitivity of the matters that we're investigating
and the need for ... operational security, we .would like to ask that you not discuss what
U.S. Department of Commerce- Office oflnspector General
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we've addressed with you here today ... with anyone in your organization ... "
responded, "Duly noted~h~ disregarded our request.
Later that same day, according to SA --~led him and discussed the
substance of our interview earlier that day, namely the August 2008 trip when S A parents were aboard the patrol vessel and even queried SA-whom we had not
interviewed) about that trip.
also spoke with another agent, SA
shortly following our interview.
•

October 2007 memorandum of request for AFF-acquisition of the specific
LE's
UC vessel misrepresented the views of SA
Vessel Steering Committee, contributing to OLE headquarters foregoing review by the
Committee and approving acquisition of that vessel-prior to requir~t
procedures~ The procurement request originated with~d was
a boat owner and enthusiast, told us he identified
endorsed b~.
the Boston Whaler Model 345 Conquest through undocumented market research, boat shows,
and talking to other law enforcement officers. While purchase ultimately followed a limited
competition after Departmental counsel objected to sole-source procurement, OLE's actions
created, at a minimum, the appearance of violating the Competition in Contracti~ and
~cquisition Regulations, and thus exposed NOAA to potential liability. - t h e senior Departmental procurement attorney who, at the time, objected to
NOAA' s sole-source justification, told us his impression was that this was "wired from the
start to get that one boat."

• The UC vessel has had minimal operational use. Its logbook shows that just nine law
enforcement patrol operations (i.e., whale patrols pursuant to the Marine Mammal Protection
Act and Endangered Species Act) have been conducted since the boat was delivered in June
2008 to date. The first such patrol occurred in July 2009--over a year after the vessel was
acquired-and the last patrol took place in September 2010. The UC vessel has been
operated for a total of just 119 hours through September 20, 2010, the date of the last
logbook entry. The logbooks and our interviews reflect that operational time has been
limited by numerous maintenance and mechanical problems, including fuel leaks and
malfunctioning navigational equipment, as well as based on NWED staffing constraints. As
of our initial interview, ~ad not seen the UC vessel in-person, despite it being
moored less than a half-hour from her office. Due to its size, trailering is not practical and
moorage fees alone cost over $400 per month. Moreover, fuel costs are substantial due to the
UC vessel's three large (6 cylinder) engines.
On May 31, 2011 the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland declined criminal
in favor of administrative remedies. AUSA
prosecution of
specifically recommended administrative action be pursued against
Government be made whole for the cost of fuel and time attributable to
misconduct involving the UC vessel.
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and
We-ed
other current and former NWED managers and staff, the cognizant NOAA contracting officer, a
senior Departmental procurement attorney, and other witnesses. Additionally, we obtained and
examined numerous records pertaining to the acquisition and use of the UC vessel, including
procurement file documentation, emails, memoranda, and other internal correspondence.

Detailed Findin2s & Violations Implicated
1.

violated agency policy and ethical standards by operating the UC
vessel with his wife and/or friends aboard on three known occasions (workdays)
in summer 2008. He further violated agency policy by failing to record bis
approximately 40 hours of UC vessel operations during that period. He also
violated policy and ethical standards by allowing a subordinate agent's parents
aboard another ·oLE vessel while underway.

a. Wife and friend aboard for initial launch, running out offuel in canal, and trip across
Puget Sound to Bremerton restaurant (June 11, 2008).
• According to a sworn affidavit from
Enforcement Technici~
on Thursda , June 12, 2008, the date of the UC vessel's initial launch at Canal.din
Seattle,
erated the vessel~; their friend,
· and
who reported to aboard while underway (i.e.,
moving in operation) through the Ballard Locks and across Puget Sound to the dockside
Boat Shed restaurant in Bremerton, where they had an early dinner before returning to
Seattle. (Exhibit 20)
•

account is supported by the accounit of Seattle Harbor Patrol Officerwho towed the vessel back to Canal Boatyard when it ran out of fuel shortly after
aunc ng. Officer
old us he observed a woman and two men aboard the vessel at
~fficer
bservation of two men aboard is consistent with the fact that
not yet come aboard the vessel when it ran out of fuel that morning.)
(Exhibits 21, 22)

-had
•

first-hand account of the trip acros:3 Puget Sound to Bremerton is also
credit card receipt from the Boat Shed restaurant, which purports to bear the
signature of
maiden name of
· e. The receipt contains
information on meals served that is consistent with
account of the number of
persons aboard the undercover vessel and the time of day. When interviewed,
stated that the signature appeared to be that of his wife, though he said he did not recognize
the last four digits of the credit card number as corresponding to credit or debit cards in his
or his wife's name. (Exhibits 3, 23)
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•

told us he did not recall his wife being aboard during this trip or ever while
underway. He further told us that
though a personal acquaintance, was,
coincidentally and unbeknownst to him beforehand, employed by either the manufacturer or
the marine services company retained by the manufacturer for delivery support, to assist
with vessel break-in since he was an experienced captain. Neither the manufacturer,
Brunswick. nor marine services firm. Blackfish Marine, had any record or information to
confirm
assertion. (Exhibits 3, 19, 24)

•

told us he was aboard the NOAA Boston Whaler just once, assisting with its
ini~ging some engine time by looping aro~and on behalf
o f - o f B J a c k f i s h Marine. He did not r e c a l l - b e i n g aboard.
(Exhibit 25)

•

expressed that he considered his use of the UC vessel on this date, and at
other times in summer 2008 (addressed below), to be appropriate because he needed-o
lo
hours for vessel and engine break-in purposes, which he described as "sea trials."
-further considered restaurant destinations appropriate for the purpose of practicing
docking, which he said was essential due to the huge size of the UC vessel and because it
was equipped with a sensitive bow thruster. While acknowledging that non-OLE persons
aboard were personal acquaintances, he considered their pre~ropriate and
permissible wider OLE's policy. althou he acknowledged - m a y not have
been aware as required. Further,
old us that he did not believe agency policy
required him to make any record, inc uding m the vessel logbook, of trips made for break-in
purposes; that the policy only required logging actual patrol operations. (Exhibit 3)

•

told us that to her knowledge,~fe was never aboard the UC
vessel.
advised that when she specifically questioned
about this
nnel aboard the boat had surfaced, he
in September 2008, after rumors of un
denied th
been aboard.
onfirmed to us that he previously
denied to
that his wife was ever aboard while underway. (Exhibits 3, 4)

• Our investigative results clearly reflect tha

wife was aboard the UC vessel

with him while widerway in summer 2008.
• Our results also clearly reflect that
was neither candid with
when she contemporaneously questlone
m, nor when we interviewed him as he
repeatedly maintained not recalling whether his wife was ever aboard the UC vessel while
underway-notwithstanding the compelling evidence showing she was aboard and
underway with him.

b. Trip to Poulsbo restaurant and excursion with friends to Gig Harbor restaurant
(August 5, 2008).
• Pe~affidavit, on Tuesday, August 5, 2008,~d he ran the UC
ves~t Sound to Poulsbo, where they docked at the Bayside Broiler restaurant
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and had lwich. Following lunch, they ~t Sound to Seattle and picked
up
iend,- a-for.Seattle.television
station.
brother accompanied her and they bro ta six- ck of •
••• • e
UC vessel, which the two drank while underway. Neither
nor
consumed any of the beer.
took them down Puget ound to Gig Harbor,
where they docked at a restaurant and had dinner that evening. After dinner, they motored
slowly around Gig Harbor, where a band was playing in the harbor. They returned to Seattle
and moored the UC boat around 7:00-8:00 p.m. At no point during this outing did he hear
-or
discuss anything about her being aboard the boat regarding a
possible news story on orca whales or NOAA. He thought ~ay also have been
aboard that day. (Exhibit 20)
• We interviewed
of Defense OIG,
d was visiting
his sister at the time.
count of events corroborate
account. - o l d us that when he went aboard, he had no idea it was a government vessel and
assum~c!_-owned it. It was only about three-quarters of the way to Gig Harbor
t h a t - o l d him, as a fellow law enforcement officer, that it was an unmarked
NOAA vessel, possibly fo~~ aboard was an older man- a n d a yowig m a n - - s e n s e at the time he learned it was a
government vessel was that with so many agencies working under budget constraints, he
~AA had "deep pockets to be able to buy such a nice boat." Liability went thru
- m i n d at the time, like what if something like capsizing were to happen since it
was a government boat. Upon arrival at Gig Harbor, they had dinner at the Tides Tavern
restaurant and
icked up the tab for everyone. He stated, "It was the least I could
do" afte
ook him out for a nice time like that.
- o l d us he was simply along for the ride, which he described as "every bit a
pleasure cruise." He s~e catching up with his sister in the back of the boat
than she did talking t o - - . He did not recall his sister talking about a news story
on NOAA and areas, but it was possible because she was always checking out potential
stories. -recalled looking back at one point and noting that the vessel was moving
at a high rate of speed across the water, which was like glass at the time. He told us he had
been on many boats, but never one that fast. ~id not recall having brought beer
aboard, but said it was possible because he often does so while boating. (Exhibit 26)
• We also interviewed- who provided minimal details about this excursion. She
described~ acquaintance and the public relation~~r NOAA OLE,
whom she would contact if a story involved NOAA in some way. ~id not recall
whether she was working on a specific story about NOAA and orcas at the time, but could
have been because she and her station are always interested in that topic. She did not recall
her brother being present and did not recall whether any alcohol was onboard, but stated that
she did not have any. (Exhibit 27)
• - o l d us he considered there to be nothing improper about the trip to Gig
~ agency policy allowed for media representatives to be aboard as passengers
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and his u n d e r s t a n - · was that~as working on a story about NOAA
and orca patrols.
old us he informed
l's covert status and
lso consideredinsisted that it not ere erenced in any news story.
m.,resence to be appro riate and in keeping with agency po~his status as a
ditionally considered ~resence
law enforcement officer.
appropriate, because, according to
·
·
were being provided as part of
vessel break-in and he was very experienced.
id not recall anyone bringing
beer aboard during this trip. (Exhibit 3)
•

old us she was unaware that~lowed a reporter and the

~rter's family member aboard the UC vessel and she did not recognize the n a m e -

did not recall
seeking her required approval and said she
would have ques~priateness of such use of the UC vessel given its sensitive
status. However,~dvised that because it may have involved a possible media
story on orca protection, that probably would have been something she thought was a good
idea and indicated she may have authorized the reporter being aboard yet not recall it; in our
view, this latter statement strains credibility. (Exhibit 4)

c. Stranded with wife in Puget Sound enroute to restaurant (August 8, 2008).

• We found a 911 emergency call placed from
LE-issued cell phone on
Friday, August 8, 2008, at 7:50 p.m. PDT for over 6 minutes duration, with a corresponding
record from the Seattle Police Department (SPD), which transferred the call to the Edmonds,
WA, PD, because the call originated from a location closer to Edmonds, which is north of
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Seattle. We also found a Coast Guard record of a distress call reported at 7:48 p.m. PDT
that evening from a 40' Boston Whaler saying it was in the vicinity of Jetty Island. which is
near Everett, WA. The Coast Guard record states that the subject vessel "fixed the problem
and returned u/w [underway] under it's own power." (Exhibits 30, 31, 32)
• -cknowledged to us that the incident in question occurred on the evening of
'!!'~~!:Y~~~ig:r8, 2008, and .that he did not realiz,e the fuel tanks required manual switching.
He advised that he was in a shipping lane in the vicinity of a larger vessel, a tugbo~
but recalled being stranded just outside Seattle, near Ballard or Shilshole. recalled being alone on the UC vessel that evening in order to get additional break-in
p oficiency time. He told us. "My recollection~was by myself, and I was
going to go up to Everett, tie up, eat, come back." - d i d not recall his wife
being aboard underway on that occasion or any other time, but, significantly, stated to us the
following:

'
!ii

"[E]ven if she was [aboard], it wasn't even - it wouldn't have been a big deal to
me ••• [p]ersonally it wouldn't have been." [emphasis added] (Exhibit 3)
d. Following UC vessel engine failure enroute to Blaine resort, substitute OLE marked

vessel used for whale patrol and trip to Friday Harbor restaurant wit/1 subordinate
agent's parents aboard (August 23, 2008).
•.
n Au
.ust 18, 2008,
advised~ia email that he and S~
assigned to NWED's
post of duty, intended to take the UC vessel the
following weekend (August 22-24) to Anacortes, WA, and possibly Friday Harbor, WA, in
northern Puget Sound for whale patrols, and would be spending the night aboard the vessel.
(Exhibit 33)
• On August 19, 2008, SA ~ervation at the Semiahmoo Resort in Blaine,
WA (northern Puget S o u n - himself, and his parents. (Exhibit 34)
• On August 2~flew to Seattle and on Friday, August 22, 2008, he
accompanied ~ard the UC vessel headed to Blaine, WA. While enroute,
one of the three engines blew-up in its housing and they proceeded on two engines to
Bellingham, WA, where they left the UC vessel for repairs and picked up OLE's 27'
SafeBoat marked patrol vessel, which was moored in Bellingham. They moored the marked
~l at Blaine that evening, checking into ~e a~ja~ent .semiahmoo Resort.. SA
- a r e n t s traveled to the area and stayed with him m his hotel room that Fnday and
Saturday night.
tayed at the Resort one or both nights. (Exhibits 3, 35,
36)

•

Con~ to
email~ S A - o l d us that he a n d -ntended to stay at the Semiahmoo Resort for the patrol weekend-not berth
overnight on the UC vessel. (Exhibit 36)
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• On Saturday, August 23, 2008,
allowed SA~arents to ride aboard
old us ~them went out that
the marked vessel for a whale patrol. SA
morning into Puget Sound, watched whales, and i:onducted two or three boardings of vessels
they observed being too close to orca pods. After completing the patrol, they took the
SafeBoat to Friday Harbor and had lunch at a pizza restaurant near the docks. They then
headed back to the Semiahmoo Resort ==ped off SA ~arents befo~
back out to practice maneuvering. SA ~called having conversation w i t h - ~rior to that weekend about whether it would be appropriate for family members to
be aboard OLE boats, and
press~~d to him that it should not be a problem.
S A - d i d not believe
as aware that his parents were aboard the
SafeBoat for the patrol, and he did not recall telling anyone that they were aboard because
he did not think it was a "big deal" at the time. (Exhibit 36)
• When initially interviewed and questioned about the wil!leeend
tri to Semiahmoo Resort and
recalled just himself
who was aboard the UC vessel and marked patrol boat,
and SA
ing aboard either vessel. Shortly fol owing our irutial interview, and spoke with S~ namely about that weekend and who was~
SA
told us that during this conversation, he reminded
that his parents
had been aboard. However, during our subsequent interview,
xperienced a
sudden recollection of this. stating:
''You know, l do remember somebody. I totally forgot. This would be
He brought his parents down to the boat that morning, and they came on the boat, and I
met his parents. You know what? They got underway with us that day ... They got
underway that day with us. I totally forgot until just now. Just refreshed my memory."
(Exhibits 3, 36)
•

told us that
had designated him as
·n her absence
·cy to allow SA
over that weekend, and thus he had authority d
~o be abo~ the whale patrol.
id not disclose to
. . - i m t S A - a r e n t s were aboard. While
told us she considered
this to be inappropriate, she also expressed that the d · ·
d to be within authority because, as she confirmed, he w
at weekend due to her
~ Irrespective, as referenced below, OLE policy states, "OLE vessels will be used
fi
ffi 'al business ... " and in our view, no official business purpose was served by
allowing
arents to be aboard while underway. Moreover, the
vessel boarding(s) they carried out with
arents aboard posed inherent risks to
the safety of those passengers. (Exhibits 3, 4)

• After OLE staff questioned why fuel for the August 23-24, 2008, patrol had been charged to
the Asset Forfeiture Fund (AFF) when there was no record of an O~-required
associated incident or investigation to justify AFF' expenditure, SA-belatedly
prepared an Incident Data Sheet, dated April 13, 2009, reporting a vessel boarding on
Saturday, August 23 2008. We interviewed the captain of the boarded yach4 who largely
'tten account of events for the boarding, which we note occurred
confirmed SA
ents aboard. The vessel's captain provided us with two photographs
with SA
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11
at'the helm, along with SA

e. Barbecues aboard UC vessel while moored at marina (summer 2008).
• On at least two occasions in summer 2008.~nd his wife hosted small-group
barbecues aboard the UC vessel while it w~Elliot Ba~r one
kn wn oc • during lunchtime, S - d · A - o l d us
11~ hamburgers on the back of the boat using a portable
gn
d ~rought. Reportedly, no alcohol was present at this
P P
outdoor barbecue. (Exhibits 39, 40)

• For the second known occasion, SA

old us he j o i n - d his
wife for an evening cook-out of hamburgers and/or hot-dogs, and they drank soda or water.
(Exhibit 41)

•

old us he had occasional barbecues aboard the UC vessel during which his
wife was present. He told us he saw no improprh~ty in doing so because the barbecues took
place dockside with other SAs and the vessel was not underway, and tha~as
aware of it. He asserted that such social gatherings helped keep up the vessel's appearance
as simply a recreational boat and not an wunarked law enforcement vessel, in keeping with
the kind of socializing that regularly occurs at marinas. (Exhibit 3)

•

old us she was unaware of any barbecues on the UC vessel or t h a t 'fe had ever been on the UC vessel for any reason. Ho~
expressed to us that she likely would not have had a problem with ~ife
bringing food and eating aboard the UC vessel while it was docked. (Exhibit 4)

• Of note, SA ~n about October or November 2008, short]y after he became
vessel custod~told him if he ( S A - was ever working down at the UC
boat and his (S~ wife wanted to "kick back and watch TV" on the boat while it
told him it would be different from policy for
was docked, it would be okay.
govemment-own~OVs), which requi.res that nobody can be in a GOV unless it
is work-related. ~xplained to him that there was nothing in OLE's policy
saying non-govenunent employees cannot be onboard when the boat is just docked. SA
~old us this did not fee) right to him and he would never have his wife on the boat.
(Exhibit 40)
Violations Implicated
• Sy our calculatio~perated the UC vessel over 100 miles for his three
known excursions to restaurants during which the e~ows that his wife and/or
friends were aboard, and at least 60 miles with SA - p a r e n t s aboard the marked
patrol boat-which included whale-watching, traveling to and from a restaurant, and at least
one vessel boarding, which is inherently dangerous. We find no reasonable official purpose
was served through such operation of these vessels, including when considering the high
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cost of fuel, personnel time, and potential liability, and the fact that~O hours
operating the UC vessel were not logged as required. We conclude that rather than use the
UC vessel to train and familiarize other 0 LE agents and partner state enforcement officers,
used the vessel f o
as
r·, . _
o e of his non-OLE passengers, "pleasure
vident misuse of both the UC vessel
cruis[ing]" at a high rate of speed.
and marked patrol vessel implicates violat10n o :'\!QA.A/OLE policy and the Standards of
Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch:
- NOAA/OLE Enforcement Operations Manual,

•-Res-- "

Vessel Operations:

responsible for overseeing vessel

operation f o r . This inc1udes, but is not limited to: Administering the monthly
reporting system ... "
• 5.6.4.7 Vessel Captain: "It is the responsibility of each Vessel Captain to assure the
agency vessel is operated in a safe and prudent manner ... The Vessel Captain shall be
responsible for the following: Filing a float plan with the area ASAC prior to departure,
Recording entries in the vessel logbook ... , recording entries in the vessel's service and
maintenance logbook ... "
• 5.6.6.l Authoriz.ed Usage (I}: "OLE vessels will be used only for official business ... "
• 5.6.6. l Authorized Usage f3}: "A float plan will be prepared by the vessel operator and
submitted... for approval prior to departure ... The float plan will contain the following
information ... : Operation Objective, Name of operator and crew members, Estimated
time of departure, Estimated time of arrival, Destination and proposed routes, Weather
information ... , Communications plan (method of contacting vessel), Emergency contact
information for all persons on board ... "
• 5.6.6.2 Limitations on Usage: "Persons other than OLE employees are prohibited from
operating or riding in division owned. leased or rented vessels unless the SAC authorizes
an exception or they are: other government employees (state, local or federal) ... "
• 5.6.12.1 Vessel Logbook: "A vessel logbook is required for all vessels except small
boats without enclosed cabins ... The vessel operator shall record the following
information in the vessel's logbook for each trip: Operator name, Crew members names,
Date and time underway, Date and time of arrival, Purpose or objective of the trip ... brief
synopsis of the activity ... "
• 5.6.12.4 Vessel Maintenance & Service Logbook: "Each operator will record the
following information in the Vessel Maintenance & Service Logbook: Fuel purchases,
including: date, port & starboard [engine] hour meter readings, vendor, gallons
purchased, price per gallon, total price ... Maint<mance performed including: date, person
performing maintenance, work performed, how·s of work, All service performed by
outside sources including: vendor name ... "
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- NOAA/OLE Enforcement Operations Manual, Procedure 1.8, Disciplinary System,
Appendix 1, including the following:
• 6. "Unauthorized or Negligent Use of Goverrunent [Property] ... Use of or allowing the
use of Government ... watercraft for other than official purposes."

- Department of Commerce Administrative Order (DAO) 202-751, Discipline, Appendix B,
including the following:

• 22b. Government Property: "Use of or allowing the use of Government ... water craft for
other than official purposes."
- The Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch (5 CFR § 2635
et. seq.):
• 5 CFR § 2635.10l(b)(9)
"Employees shall protect and conserve Federal property and shall not use it for other
than authorized activities."

• 5 CFR § 2635.10l(b)(l4)
"Employees shall endeavor to avoid any actions creating the appearance that they are
violating the law or the ethical standards set forth in this part ... "
• PerOLEpolic
vessel, as does

ears ultimate res~~ the evident misuse of the UC
when he served as - u r i n g August 23-24, 2008:

- NOAA/OLE Enforcement Operations Manual,
es onsibilities
· "
•
and proper use of all vessels within

Vessel Operations:
is responsible for the assignment

2. ~ontemporaneously questioned by

and later by OIG,
not candid about unauthorized persons aboard the UC vessel, in violation
of agency policy and the Standards of Ethical Conduct. He also was not candid with
OIG about persons aboard OLE's marked patrol vessel. Additionally,
mishandled
lleged misuse of the UC vessel, to include failing to refer
the matter to OLE headquarters for investigation per OLE policy.

~as

• In his sworn affidavi~-stated that in about September 2008,
asked him whether he~misuse of the UC boat or any unauthorized people on it.
told
bout ~fo being aboard, but did not think he
mentioned~ith
her brother, or the al~ught. Shortly
thereafter,.__advised
about what _ _ _ . , a d asked and how
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"I was extremely stressed about being in the middle of this situation, knowing that
who was my boss, would have wanted me to cover for him. I knew he a n d _
had a good working re]ations.i
. For those reasons I probably downplayed the
situation when talking with
This was one of the most difficult and stressful
times of my life."
tated that a short while ~ber 2008, during a regularly
scheduled All-Hands teleconference,--seemed upset and agitated. She
referred to the justification memo for the undercover boat and firmly stated she wanted
people to know the boat was for sensitive, undercover purposes. She expressed being
tired of rumors and gossip about the boat and its use. She was clear that she expected all
of the rumors and gossip to stop. (Exhibit 20)

•

and he came up
saying he believed
ffice very upset,

•

largely t"'n1n-ti1""""'11
interviewed
headquarters. He fu

ccount of events. He told us that y herself and decided not to refer the matter to

e thought the matter should have been referred to
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headquarters as an OPR (Office of Professional Responsibility) matter, but
~e decision not to do so and he did not pursue the matter because it involved
~-and not a subordinate employc!e. (Exhibit 43)
• Then
He told us that

should have interviewed
~misuse of the UC vessel. and also should have told
-ofOLE's OPR. (Exhibit 44)

•

told us the following about when~~ked whether his wife had
been aboard the UC vessel:

"IM]y exact answer to
was - I don't know the correct terms, but it was
that she
had not been unde~.And I told
that she a n t been un envay, and even told-the same thing
I've been telling you, I don't remember her ever being underway, and I asked her
specifically, Do you have any specific information that she had been underway with
me? And she said, No. I said, Good, because that's what my recollection was. And I
asked her also, ~ tell me if you had specific information that she had been
underway? And--said, I would tell you and I do not have that. She thought
that this was rumor and gossip from the office. And it was at that time in the
conversation where I told her that I no longer want to be involved with the vessel. It's
clear that people are getting the wrong idea of what's going on, because I'm the ~nd I'm out of the office a lot and I think that now is the appropriate time to
turn it [vessel custodian responsibility] over ... [to
" [emphasis added]
(Exhibit 3)
~ative

•

he advised her that
told us that when she spoke privatE~ly with
he was unaware of any unauthorized persons or inappropriate activity aboard the UC
vessel. She further told us she may not have made an OPR referral or otherwise informed
told her, which led her
headquarters because of what bo~d
to conclude there had only been rumors about misus of th UC boat. As such, she also did
old us the following
not make a record of the matt~tly,
regarding her questioning of~bout this issue in early September 2008:
"We talked about. .. if there were any activities that could possibly be misunderstood as
misuse of a government vehicle and he explained to me that there had been a lot of
problems with the boat, so there were a lot of people coming and going on the boat,
fixing the boat, and he thought maybe in any of those instances maybe somebody may
have misunderstood that those people shouldn't be on the boat, but he explained to me
that everybody was on the boat was there for a business purpose and it was for official
purposes and that he was not aware of any inappropriate activity going on on
[verbatim quote] the boat.
So with those two answers I then asked about -- or tell him specifically that there were
some allegations that possibly his spouse had been on the boat and he said no, that
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wasn't the case. I said well, is it possible that the boat was tied up to the dock and she
was just standing on the boat tied up to the dock? I went through several different
questions just to be sure that I wasn't being misunderstood, and he said no,
absolutely not, his wife had never been on the boat, but that she had come down to
the dock to see the boat, I think, on a couple of different occasions. I think one time
he told me it was to bring him lunch and another time it was to pick him up when he
docked the boat because he didn't have a vebfole to get a ride home, but he said that
she had not been on the boat." [emphasis added] (Exhibit 4)
•

repeatedly told us that he did not recall his wife ever being
vesse w e underway, but did not make an outright denial as both he
stated he did to her in early September 2008. As such, his statements to
us are incompatible. Significantly, he also told us the following:
"[E)ven if she was [aboard), it wasn't even. Hit wouldn't have been a big deal to
me ••• [pJersonally it wouldn't have been." [emphasis added] (Exhibit 3)

•

LE's OPR fun~_
old us that they were unaware of ~leged
misuse of the UC vessel until raised during the OLE head uarters inspection in about late
2009.
advised that
should have at the time,
ction.
referred the allegations to him and
-told us he did not recall being informed of
alleged misuse of the UC
~ prior to the inspection. (Exhibits 5, 6, 7)

• When initially interviewed and questioned about the weekend tri to Semiahmoo Resort and
who was aboard the UC vessel and marked patrol boat,
recalled just himself
and SA-being aboard either vessel. Shortly following our initial interview,~d spoke with S A - namely about that weekend and who was~
~told us that during this conversation, he reminded
t his parents
had been aboard. However, during our subsequent interview,
xperienced a
· sudden recollection of this, stating:
"You know, I do remember somebody. l totally forgot. This would be
He brought his parents down to the boat that morning, and they came o
,
I
met his parents. You know what? They got underway with us that day ...They got
underway that day with us. I totally forgot until just now. Just refreshed my memory."
(Exhibits 3, 36)

a

Given that
and SA~ad spoken about this specific is
approximately two weeks before re-interviewing him about it, we consider
foregoing statement to be disingenuous and not credible.
•

told us that
though a personal acquaintance, was, coincidentally
and unbeknownst to him beforehand, employed by either the manufacturer or the marine
services firm retained by the manufacturer for delivery support, to assist with vessel break-in
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since
as an experienced captain. This assertion was also contained in a
in
document
prepared and provided to~d
made the
September 2008 when UC vessel custodian duties were transforred.
following statement in this document: "Knowledge that the vessel is owne y
OLE ... Black.fish Marine USA Yacht Brokerage-· out rigged vessel during commissioning
and assisted in vessel break in - was paid by Brunswick Governme~either
Brunswick, nor Black.fish Marine, had any record or knowledge o f - or anyone
else, assisting with vessel break-in. In fact, Blackfish Marine's invoice to Brunswick shows
only service ~· antennas, props, and batteries, at a cost of $391.00.
Accordingly,~tatement to us, and in the above-referenced document he
prepared, is not credible and reflects lack of candor. (Exhibits 3, 19, 24)

Violations Implicated
•

evident lack of candor with both ~d our office implicates
violation of the following, along with potential Glglio issues concerning his credibility in
representing the agency in enforcement matters:
- NOAA/OLE Enforcement Operations Manual, Procedure 1.8, Disciplinary System,
Appendix 1, including the following offenses:
• 22. "Dishonest Conduct Prejudicial to the Government"
• 49. "Conduct Demonstrating Untrustworthiness or Unreliability"
- The Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch (5 CFR § 2635
et. seq.):
I

5 CFR § 2635.IOl(b)(S)
"Employees shall put forth honest effort in the performance of their duties."

• 5 CFR § 2635.101(b)(14)
"Employees shall endeavor to avoid any actions creating the appearance that they are
violating the law or the ethical standards set forth in this part ... "
- Department Administrative Order 207-10, Inspector General Investigations, Cooperation
with OIG Investigations:
• Section 6.02a: "Department officers and employees shall cooperate fully with any OIG
investigation; shall not withhold information ... from the OIG ... and shall answer
questions relating to their employment and to matters coming to their attention in their
official capacity or by reason of their employment."
• Section 6.03, Failure to cooperate with OIG investigation: "Department officers and
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employees who refuse to answer questions or otherwise cooperate with an OIG
investigation may be disciplined.,,
•

failure to notify OLE's Deputy Director and Director of
alleged misuse of the UC vessel implicates violation of the following:
- NOAA/OLE Enforcement Operations Manual,

•

Complaints of Misconduct:

nsible for docume:nting all complaints and immediately
OLE."

3. In requesting AFF-acquisition of the specific UC vessel,
caused OLE
headquarters to bypass an internal review process and approve its acquisitionprior to required procurement procedures being applied. While purchase
ultimately followed a limited competition after Departmental counsel objected to
sole-source procurement, OLE created, at a minimum, the appearance of violating
acquisition standards and exposed NOAA to potential liability.

a. Initial request/or undercover vessel not acted on.
• In early 2006,
prepared and, with approval from
submitted a
request to OLE headquarters to purchase a Seaswirl Model 2901 Walkaround 27-foot sport
fishing vessel for "undercover enforcement operations," namely for whale patrols in Puget
Sound. The procurement request stated that payment in the amount of approximately
$146,000 would be from the AFF and specified the vendor from which the vessel would be
purchased. ~id not act on thiis procurement request, for reasons neither
he nor other~e recalled. (Exhibits 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
•

told us he proposed vessel purchase because renting vessels and sending
agents covertly aboard commercial whale watching vessels, both of which NWED had
previously done, was too problematic. He stated that he identified this specific boat by
going to boat shows, conducting on-line market r€~search, and talking to other law
enforcement personnel from OLE and other federal and state agencies. He advised that he
did not document any of the foregoing activities. (Exhibit 3)

b. Subsequent request: larger vessel at double initial proposed cost.
• By a one-page memorandum to
dated October 18, 2007,
gain
submitted a request to non-competitively purchase, via the AFF, a specific unmarked vessel,
this time a 35-foot Boston Whaler Model 345 Conquest equipped with three Mercury
Verado six-c linder en ines, for $300,787--over twice the cost of the vessel he requested in
2006.
memorandum referenced an attached price quotation in that amount
from manu acturer-vendor Brunswick Commercial and Government Products, Inc. (Exhibit
8)
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told us he requested this larger vessel based on recently identified need at the
time for off-shore enforcement operations to address illegal recreational halibut fishing, and
the need to remain aboard overnight for whale patrols in the San Juan Islands of Puget
Sound, where there are not many hotels. He told us he selected the Boston Whaler 345
Conquest based on him again going to boat shows, consulting other law enforcement
personnel, conducting on-line market research, and because of NWED' s favorable
experience with a Boston Whaler marked patrol boat - e r advised that it
was his understanding that any boat to be purchased had to be listed on a GSA Schedule,
and the Boston Whaler qualified as such. He stated:
" ... I remember looking that up and that was a driver because I was told that they had to
be listed on a GSA Schedule. Whether that's true or not> I don't know. That's just
what I was told. So yeah, I put up the Boston Whaler." (Exhibit 3)

•·1 concur with the attached justification drafted by -

I would like to
reiterate the need to begin the procurement process~ immediately, for
deliver [sic] in FY08, so I can develop an effective enforcement program for the spring
and summer of 2008 to protect the newly listed southern resident orca population. This
specific vessel is available under GSA Schedule per the attached quote from the
vendor ...
has reviewed this matter with SA
the on the [OLE] small boat committee, who has indicat~quested
vessel is appropriate for OLE use. If you feel the need to submit my request to the
national boat committee I request that it be submitted for review as soon as possible so
that if approved I can obtain this vessel by late spring or early summer of 2008 ... "
(Exhibit 8)

• On January 9, 2008,
e m a i l - memorandum fro~
addressing, among several points, potential vessel leasing versus purchase. email message contains the following:
"Attached is a summary memo that - u t together based on the concerns you raised
to me yesterday. Even tough [sic] it sounds like renting or-easin
a vessel for u/c work
might be more effective, efficient and less costly based on
emo I do not think
it is a workable options [sic] for us.
Please review the attached memo as soon as possible so we can chat again about the
procurement of this vessel. I would still very much like to initiate the procurement
process before next week to ensure receipt of this vessel by the spring of2008." (Exhibit
9)
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~d

maintained that renting or leasing a vessel for covert
purposes was not practical, primarily due to logistical complications such as arranging for
one on short-notice. Although OLE headquarters, namely the
considered
vessel leasing, OLE did not pursue acquisition of a vessel for covert operations through
seized vessel programs of other law enforcement agencies. Interagency transfer of a seized
vessel likely would have cost OLE only the cost of transportation and initial maintenance.
(Exhibits 3, 4)

c. Procurement request not reviewed by OLE's Vessel Steering Committee.
• Althou h the r uested vessel would have been OLE's most expensive operational boat,
decided not to submit~est to OLE's Vessel Steering Committee,
as e recalled, because S A - - t h e - o n the
a eas m
Committee, was referenced in the memorandum of requ~f it (Exhibits
7, 8)

•

•

• OLE's Vessel Steering Committee Chair,
told us he
was unaware of the UC vessel until after it had been procured and delivered. Although
Committee approval for vessel procurements had not been instituted as a formal OLE policy
requirement, other vessels had been vetted with the Committee, including a $306,000 law
enforcement-marked 33' SafeBoat acquired by the NWED in mid-2007 for training
purposes at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. (Exhibits 5, 11, 12}
d. Approval ofprocurement of specific UC vessel from specific vendor in absence of

policy allowing use ofAFF for vessel acquisition.
• On January 14, 2008,
pproved the purchase of this vessel by his
signature under a line on
request memorandum stating, "Asset forfeiture use
approval for this vessel purchase:"
pproved this $300,000 acquisition
in the absence of OLE policy authorizing AFF expenditures for vessel purchases. (Exhibits
8, 13)
• On January 17, 2008, three days after
app~e Boston
and~emoranda
Whaler Model 345 Conquest specified in
of request. the NWED submitted a procurement request for this specific vessel, at the quoted
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cost of $300,787, to NOAA's Western Regional Acquisition Division in Seattle. (Exhibit

14)

e. NOAA acquisitions office concurrently prepared both so/ewsource procurement action
and "Brand Name or Equal" limited solicitation using specifications from the Boston
Wha/er345.
• On January 29, 2008, ~ontracting Officer (CO)
sent an email to
the Brunswick sale~dentified in the one-page quotation
included with
d ~emoranda of request. C O email states the following:
·-thank you for the quotation for Boston Whaler 345 Conquest with all standard
equipment. I'm trying to put together a request for quotation to send out to other
potential bidders on GSA schedule. Do you have a list of equipment that's available on
the 345 Conquest that you quoted?"
Handwritten atop the contracting office file copy of
following:

bove email is the

"PR [procurement request] suspended-no spec[ificationsr' (Exhibit 8)

J ary 30, 200~sent an email to NWED
•-n
as well as including the following:
"Please see attached requirements for the Boston Whaler Vessel. I have highlighted
items that this vessel would be required to have for our operational use. Please note
that I have performed a market survey and have not found any other vessel that meet
these requirements ... [E]very day of delay will put our vessel delivery date back one
week and further delays past the above date may cause and [sic] increase in quoted
pricing.

~chase is a high priority for our agency, please work closely with - o get this order finalized for Brunswick ... " (Exhibit 8)
• On February 1, 2008, CO~mailed~d
following:

tating the

" ... I'm working as quickly as I can on this request...! received your email earlier with
the specifications from Boston Whaler's brochure highlighted and that's what I'm
sending out to a few potential GSA vendors." (Exhibit 8)
In addition to providing features and technical specifications, the referenced brochure for
the Boston Whaler 345 Conquest included the following description of the vessel:
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"The all-new 345 Conquest is the largest, most comfortable and capable Unibond®
cabin boat in Whaler® history. Along with the wtsinkable safety that only Whaler can
assure, this spacious boat is configured for the maximum enjoyment of deepwater fish
fighting, cruising and dockside socializing. Best-in-class features that set it apart from
others include an integrated windshield and hardtop, a centerline helm and a luxurious
interior. This boat provides a smooth, dry ride and exceptional performance. Like all
Boston Whalers, this masterpiece is built to last and is backed by a limited 10-year
transferable hull warranty." (Exhibit 8)
The brochure specifies the vessel as having a 14-person capacity. Standard features listed in
the brochure include a refrigerator, island bed with fitted sheets and comforter, hardwood
cabin flooring, a 20" flat screen HDTV, DVD player, stereo with premium speakers, wood
table, cedar-lined hanging locker with light, Karadon® solid-surface galley and vanity
countertops, e1ectric flat cook-top with touch controls, and throw pillows.
• Shortly thereafter on February 1, 2008, CO-issued a Request for Quotation (RFQ),
sent electronically to eight GSA Schedule vendors, to "provide one Boston Whaler 345
Conquest or equal." This solicitation was on1y open for five calendar days. (Exhibits 8, 15)
• On that same date, February 1, 2008, per the contracting office file,
submitted
a Sole·Source Justification request to purchase the Boston Whaler 345 Conq~
Brwtswick at cost of $300,787. This request was approved b y - C O - o n
February 6, 2008. (Exhibit 8)
• On February 6, 2008, CO ~smitted the Sole-Source Justification to
senior attorney in the Departmental Office of General Counsel's (OGC) Contract Law
Division, for required review and concurrence since the sole-source request exceeded
$100,000. (The RFQ, since it was a competitive process, did not require OGC review and
concurrence.) (Exhibit 8)

f. Departmental procurement attorney objected to proposed sole-source procurement.
• Later that day, February 6, 2008,

emailed CO _ a s follows:

"I have some problems with the sole source justification:
1. I don't wtderstand from the document exactly what NOAA is purchasing the boat
for--there appears to be a law enforcement reason for it. but this is not expressly
stated anywhere.
2. What are NOAA's minimum requirements for the vessel, and why is this exact
model the only one that meets the minimum requirements? ... The justification seems
to praise certain features as desireable, but does not indicate why they are a
minimum requirement.
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3. The first paragraph of #6 is taken virtually a word-for-word from the
manufacturer's website. This section does not explain why the allegedly unique
characteristics of this boat are the only ones that can meet NOAA's minimum
requirements.
4. #7 actually contradicts the sole source-it states that other manufacturers do
provide features that NOAA requires, and that these are options, which could be
priced in a competition.
Overall, the sole source justification needs to more clearly set out what the vessel is for,
what NOAA's minimum requirements are, and why only the vessel designated meets
those minimum requirements." (Exhibit 16)
• On February 8, 2008,

mailed CO ~th the following:

"I had a teleconference yesterday [February 7, 2008] with the program official,about my concerns about the sole source for the brand name vessel. I explained
that a brand name sole source must be justified by calling out the minimum
specs/salient characteristics that the agency requires and then explaining, based on
market research, why the brand name model is the only item that meets those specs.
Apparently, NOAA's main requirement is that the boat be essentially unsinkable if it is
ranuned. Market research will have to show that no other similar vessel meets this and
other NOAA requirements.
- d i d indicate that other manufacturers may provide vessels that meet
NOAA's minimum requirements ... A competition is required to determine who
ultimately offers the best price/best value among acceptable products." (Exhibit 8)
• ~ 5, 2008, f o l l - r e v i s i o n to the sole-source justification,

~mailedCO~ing:

" ... The new version presented by the program office reads like NOAA found the vessel
it wants and it is trying to sell it as the best vessel that NOAA could buy. However, this
is not the same as justifying a brand name procurement on the basis that this specific
vessel is the only one that meets NOAA's minimum requirements. For instance, the
first part is titled "Required Unique Features Only Produced by Boston Whaler
Manufacturer." Nowhere in this section is there a statement what NOAA's minimum
requirement is-instead, this section just describes the hull configuration of the brand
name vessel. The "Supplemental Required Vessel Features" section appears to be just
a lengthy description of all of the desireable features of the vessel without much
indication what NOAA's specifications are and why the Boston Whaler is the only
vessel to meet them ...
In general, I can't tell from the lengthy description if these are minimum specs. [sic] or
if they are specific characteristics of the Boston Whaler and are stated to show that the
vessel is the best that NOAA could purchase ...
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Overall, I would feel better about this if NOAA had drafted minimum specifications
\\ithout reference to what the Boston Whaler vessel has. Why can't NOAA issue a
limited set of minimum specs. and then use that to justify a sole source, or, if
appropriate, go forward with a competition." (Exhibit 8)

g. Contracting offlcer dropped sole-source action when Departmental procurement
attorney objected, selecting Brunswick's Boston Whaler 345 from "Brand Name or
Equal" solicitation.
• CO m i i d not reply to
above email or further communicate with him.
awarded a purchase order for $300,787.00 to
Rather, on February 22, 2008, CO
Brunswick for a Boston Whaler 345 Conquest. Brunswick was selected over the bid of
another manufacturer-vendor for a comparable vessel (at a cost of $334,000) in response to
the RFQ that CO-previously issued to GSA Schedule vendors on February I, 2008.
(Exhibits 8, 17)

•

told us he was unaware that NOAA-ad rocured the Boston Whaler in
question because he never heard back from CO
following his February 15, 2008,
email and was left to assume that vessel acquisition 1 not occur. He was also unaware that
had
NOAA, at the same time he was communicating with CO-and
solicited bids through an RFQ.
old us that hisi:Pression was this was
"wired from the start to get that one boat." He further said he considered the originating
request from OLE with the vendor's price quote, approving purchase of that specific vessel,
along with NOAA's invalid sole-source justification, to violate the Competition in
Contracting Act and the Federal Acquisition Regulation. He advised that even though
Brunswick was a GSA Schedule vendor, the high dollar amount involved required
competition or a valid, approved sole-source justification.
- s a i d it was clear that NOAA improperly took the Boston Whaler
~and simply made those their own. He stated that because of the utailoring to
that one boat," the Brand N~Q was "phony" and the award thus tainted.
also stated that ~ade a ..big deal" about the Boston Whaler
being "unsinkable," but, in his view, that was just "thrown in,, to justify the vessel and the
point was not made. Even had there been a valid sole-source justification, NOAA's
Acquisitions office would still have needed to issue a formal solicitation to the vendor. He
stated that the circumstances surrounding this acquisiti
ave insulated NOAA
against a bid protest or other complaint from a vendor.
noted that he has
office.
encountered problems in the past with CO-and NOAA's
-looking to cut comers. (Exhibit 1 1 r -

• CO
id not approve the sole-source justification, but he did
not expect
to do so, which is why he concurrently issued the "Brand Name or
Equal" RFQ to potential GSA offerors and properly made the award on that basis. It was
not a "Full and Open Competition," but still a competition in how it was advertised and
given that quotes from two vendors were received and considered. As such, he did not need
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review and approval, but added that had
approved the solesource request, he would have canceled the solicitation to GSA Schedule vendors. He
confinned that although Brunswick was a GSA Schedule vendor, the high dollar amount
involved required competition or an approved sole-source justification.
CO ~oted that - i s a very strict attome~n his opinion, seems to
overreach with his vie~ty. Nonetheless, CO-old us the way in which
OLE submitted the procurement request, with the memorandum approving purchase of the
particular boat identified, ·~umped the gun" and did not follow proper protocol. C O told us that the customer was anxious to get this boat, but he did not like to see it proceed
that way because sole-source acquisitions have to be approved following proper procedures.
(Exhibit 18)

•

•

oversight of the AFF for OLE
within OLE headquarters; and
each indicated a level of mistaken
understanding that because Brunswick's Boston Whaler 345 Conquest was listed on the
GSA Schedule, it could simply be purchased outright off the Schedule, without competition
or involved procedures. (Exhibits 3, 4, 6, 7)
stated the following about procuring vessels:
"I've never seen a format for buying vessels in our agency. I'll tell you, I really wish
there was so I could follow it because this isn't something that I was trained to
do ... There is no formal training process given to us as employees. The only one is
learning how to drive a boat and navigate a boat. I've never ... been in a position to
where I've been someone who had to acquire any type of large items. I mean. yeah.
maybe I bought a cell phone or something, but [not] anything like this. And I'm not
aware of any process in the Office of Law Enforcement.
My basic understanding, at the time .. .is that basically we make the suggestion and then
it goes out of our hands to another office to actually procure it and make sure it's done
in the appropriate manner. And I was never given the impression at any time that I was
the deciding official at all, just that I was just someone who's going to give a
suggestion." (Exhibit 3)

• Upon NOAA's purchase, Brunswick delivered the vessel ~ard in Seattle on
June 3, 2008, for bottom painting and other preparations. who handled the
sale for Brunswick, told us that to his knowledge, this was the only Boston Whaler 345
Conquest ever sold to a government agency, and t
oats Brun wick sells to agencies
"ram-rodded" the
typically range from 15 '-27'. He also told us that
acquisition because the boat was important to him and his agency. (Exhibit 19)
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Violations lmglicated
• OLE's documented approval for the $300,787 AFF-funded purchase of Brunswick's Boston
Whaler 345 Conquest, creates, at a minimum, the appearance of violating the Competition in
Contracting Act and Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) 1.102-2(c) and 11.105. The
Act and FAR require that executive agencies use full and open competition unless
circun1stances pennit limited competition or a sole source procurement. See 41 U.S.C. §
253(a)(l)(A)-(B); see also FAR 6.302, 8.405-6 (circumstances pennitting other than full
and open competition). But, to use sole-source procurement, the agency must have valid
sole-source justification in place-in advance of any agency action indicating approval such
as occurred in this case.
In the limited competition that~rocurement of the $300,787 Brunswick
Boston Whaler 345 Conquest, - u s t i f i c a t i o n for the Brand Name or Equal
RFQ appeared to have been tailored to the specifications of the Boston Whaler. In our
judgment, there is no indication that this particular Boston Whaler was "essential" to
NOAA OLE's law enforcement program as required by FAR which states that agency
requirements shall not be written so as to require a particular brand name " ... unless the
particular brand name, product, or feature is essential to the Government's re~."
See FA-R.405-6
b 1). l l~n the foregoing, the actions o f - a n d - w e r e contrary to the following FAR guiding
principles Wl respect to performance standards:
- FAR 1.102-2(c)(l):
"[Participants in Government acquisitions must] conduct business with integrity,
fairness, and openness ... An essential consideration in every aspect of the [Federal
Acquisition Regulation System] is maintaining the public's trust ... accordingly, each
[participant in Government acquisitions] is responsible and accountable for the wise
use of public resources as well as acting in a manner which maintains the public's
trust ... "
and ~essel-specific procurement request, as approved by
subjected NOAA to risk of a bid protest or other complaint that NOAA's
limited competition was a sham because OLE had already selected the vendor.. Their
actions implicate violation of the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the
Executive Branch (5 CFR § 2635 et. seq.), including the following provisions:
- 5 CFR § 2635.101(b)(8)
"Employees shall act impartially and not give preferential treatment to any private
organization or individual"
- 5 CFR § 2635.101(b)(14)
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"Employees shall endeavor to avoid any actions creating the appearance that they are
violating the law [i.e., the Competition in Contracting Act and Federal Acquisition
Regulation] or the ethical standards set forth in this part ... "
Moreover, OLE policy did not include authori:zation of AFF expenditures for vessel
purchases:
- OLE National Directive No. 53, entitled "Asset Forfeiture Fund--Preapprovals," dated
March 2, 1998, which lists 43 categories of items approved for AFF expenditure, does
not include authorization for vessel purchase or other costs. (Exhibit 13)

4. Other Relevant Findings:
a. Inappropriate use ofpersonal credit card/or nearly $12,000 in vessel operating
costs. Nearly $9,400 ofthese costs were charged to the AFF, which was not
authorized by OLE policy.
• Over a period of 12 months,
received reimbursement for nearly $12,000 in
UC vessel moorage, fuel, cleanmg, an maintenance costs that he charged to his personal
credit card between July 2008 and August 2009, ostensibly to maintain the vessel's UC
status. - o l d us he used his personal credit card for these charges, versus his
assigne~ard, because an NWED undercover credit card did not exist at the time
and he did not want to risk compromising the vessel's UC identity. He acknowledged that
he may have accrued airline/travel miles by virtue of using his personal credit card, but
denied that this was ever a motivation for such use.
pproved most of these
reimbursement claims, following what
serte was an NWED management
team decision authorizing him to use his personal credit card on an interim~
charges and file claims for reimbursement. Nonetheless, we conclude t h a t _
year-long use of his personal credit card for such costs was inappropriate given that NWED
could readily have obtained an undercover credit or debit card. (Exhibits 3, 4, 45)
• Nearly $9,400 of the above amount for which-eceived reimbursement was
char ed to the AFF. When discovered by OL~in April 2009,
bud et officer, included the following in an email reply to OLE headquarters
•• ... ~as been using his personal credit card to pay vendors for the
undercover vessel expenses as he is concerned about maintaining the covert nature of
that vessel. When we received delivery from the manufacturer~ he specifically told me
not to obtain a government fleet [credit] card for that reason ... " (Exhibit 46)
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" ... [OLE] National Directive 91 prohibits the use of the [Asset Forfeiture] Fund to pay
for expenses associated with "routine patrols". Therefore, absent a specific target and
sufficient information that results in the initiation of an investigation, [AF] fund can not
be used to pay for the operating cost of the undercover vessel ...
"I do not agree we should pay normal operating cost for the undercover vessel not
specifically associated with an investigation from [AF] fund. Such a practice masks
our costs of operations and, in my opinion, complicates and jeopardizes our ability to
obtain sufficient funds to operate. In my opinion, routine maintenance, routine
moorage, etc. should be funded through base [appropriated funds] ... " (Exhibit 46)

" ... The [UC] vessel in of itself is inherently only for special operations use in the
furtherance of an investigation and given the covert nature of the vessel concealment of
ownership through a means of disguise is in furtherance of special operations whether
planned or un-planned. It is not intended to ever be used for random patrol or boarding
activity. Therefore could we use the [AF] fund in the same manner as if I were to be
renting space for a store front in covert nature that was designed to further a covert
investigation ... And if we agree that the "covert rent" [i.e., moorage] is inherently part
of a covert investigation could we not draft an internal directive specific to this
operational need that would not necessarily be related to just one single case number
but rather a blanket investigative mission description for audit purposes of the [AF]
fund?
I truly do not know the answer to this but is [sic] seems comparable and I am willing to
follow whatever we determine to be the most appropriate funding code for this vessel."
(Exhibit 46)
•

last vouchered UC vessel costs charged against the AFF on April 15, 2009.
The balance of his reimbursements from that date forward, until his final voucher in August
2009, were not charged to the AFF. (Exhibit 45)

• - t o l d us that
UC vessel moorage and other costs.
did not believe that Directive 91
prohibited such charges and felt that since the UC vessel was purchased using the AFF,
associated operational costs should similarly be charged to the AFF. (Exhibit 47)

Violations Implicated
• As reflected above
·mproperly charged routine UC vessel costs to the AFF,
implicating violation of the following:
- OLE National Directive No. 91, entitled "Asset Forfeiture Fund-Patrols":
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" ... The [Magnuson-Stevens Act] Janguage requires reimbursement for expenditures
directly related to investigations. As a matter general policy, OLE does not consider
routine patrols as "'directly related to investigations" therefore, they are not [AF]
fundable. Travel to respond to complaints, allegations, or intelligence reports MAY be
charged to the [AF] Fund. If a routine patrol results in a specific violation which
requires further travel expenditures these expenses are [AF] fundable. . . .. (Exhibit 13)
- OLE National Directive No. 53, entitled "Asset Forfeiture Fund--Preapprovals," which lists
43 categories of items approved for AFF expenditure, does not include authorization for
any vessel costs. (Exhibit 13)

b. Interference with OIG investigation.
• At the conclusion of our initial interview o
following of him:

we specifically requested the

"Lastly, our request is that ... given the sensitivity of the matters that we're investigating
and the need for ... operational security, we would like to ask that you not discuss what
we've addressed with you here today ... with anyone in your organization ... "

-I

responded, "Duly note~-rtl
thereafter disregarded our request.
Later that same day, according to SA
alled him and discussed the
namely the August 2008 trip to the Semiahmoo
substance of our interview ~day,
~en queried SA
ad not been interviewed) about that trip.
~lso spoke with SA
hortly following our interview. (Exhibits 3, 29,
36)

Violations Implicated
• Based on our specific request and his position as a senior law enforcement manager and
criminal investigator, with ability to recognize the importance of our request.-actions implicate violation of the following:
- Department Administrative Order 207-10, Inspector General Investigations, Cooperation
with OIG Investigations:
• Section 6.03, Failure to cooperate with OIG investigation: "Department officers and
employees who refuse to ... otherwise cooperate with an OIG investigation may be
disciplined."
- Department Organization Order I 0-13, Departmental Policies:
•Section 4.01: "The officers and employees of the Department shall cooperate fully with
the officials and employees of the OIG and shall provide such information, assistance,
U.S. Department of Commerce - Office of Inspector General
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and support as is needed for the OIG to properly carry out the provisions of the [Inspector
General] Act."

c. Improper loan of marked patrol vessel to County Sheriff's Office.
• By Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) dated June 2008~d
Sheriff of Whatcom County, WA, entered into an arrangement whereby NWED indefinitely
loaned its 27-foot Boston Whaler "Short Raker" marked patrol boat in Bellingham to the
full-time custody of the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office (WCSO), for regular use by that
locality. This vessel remains in WCSO's custody to date. This arrangement and MOA were
not vetted with, and approved by, OLE headquarters, nor reviewed by agency counsel
relative to such critical considerations as operational responsibility and liability. - o l d us
roposed the agreement and it seemed like a good idea.
(Exhibits 3, 4, 48)

Violation Implicated
•

vessel loan arrangement with the Whatcom County Sheriff implicates
violation of the following:
- Department of Commerce Personal Property Management Manual, Section 2.202, Loan
Arrangements with Non-Federal Agencies: " ... Loans can be made to local non-federal
institutions only in emergencies involving threat to human life or prevention of suffering,
until institutions have a reasonable opportunity for the institutions to obtain replacement
property."

d. Minimal operational use of UC vessel to date.

• The UC vessel's operations logbook shows that just nine law enforcement patro1 operations
(i.e., whale patrols pursuant to the Marine Mammal Protection Act and Endangered Species
Act) have been conducted since the boat was delivered in June 2008 to date. The first such
patrol occurred in July 2009---0ver a year after the vessel was acquired-and the last patrol
took place in September 2010.
• The UC vessel was operated for a total of just 119 hours throu~ 20
date of the last logbook entry. At the time of its transfer f r o m - to
~ember 2008. the vessel had been operated for approximately 40 hours, which
failed to log. The logbooks and our interviews reflect that operational time has been
limited by numerous maintenance and mechanical problems, including fuel leaks and
malfunctioning navigat~t, as well as based on NWED staffing constraints. As
of our initial interview, ~ad not seen the UC vessel in-person, despite it being
moored less than a half-hour from her office. (Exhibits 4, 49, 50)
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e. Engine failure (explosion) attributable to operator error.
• On Friday, August 22, 2008, while enroute to the Semiahmoo Resort in Blaine, WA
(addressed in 2d above), the UC vessel experienced catastrophic failure (explosion) of its
port engine, necessitating replacement. This failure was found to be consequent to operator
error; specifically, an incident that occurred on the UC vessel's last operation on about
~-14, 2008, during which, as the vessel abruptly slowed coming off of plane, ~advertently shifted the throttle into reverse, causing water ingestion in the port
engine. Although Clearwater Marine of Bellingham pumped out the water and the engine
was restarted, Clearwater Marine concluded that this incident precipitated the catastrophic
f
arine, who interacted
failure duri
next operation.
solely with
on this matter, advised us that
as candid about how
.
replaced the
the water ingestion occurred. Despite the finding of operator e
: vised was done
engine, costing approximately $10,000, under warranty, which
in the interest of good customer relations. (Exhibit 51)

..

~~

Prosecutorial Determination
On May 31, 2 0the
-1
U.S.1
Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland declined criminal
prosecution of
in favor of administrative remedies.
at the
specifically recommen e a ministrative action be pursued against
Government be made whole for the cost of fuel and time attributable to
ported
misconduct involving the UC vessel. (Exhibit 52)
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Index ot Exhibits

.

1. Draft OLE headquarters report ofNWED inspection,
2/5/10 transmittal memorandum from
'"

.

0-

2. NWED Procurement Request for 27' Seaswirl Model 2901 to be purchased from Camano
Marine, with accompanying memoranda dated 2/21/06, 2/16/06, and 1/4/06.

5/6/l 0, 5/21/10, 512511 o.

3. Interview of
4. Interview of

5/6/10, 5/7/10, 5126110.

5. Interview of

6/8/10.

6. Interview of
7. Interview of

4/13/11.

8. Procurement file (ref. Boston Whaler 345 Conquest) of NOAA
with accompanying NWED memoranda dated 10/18/07 and 10/26/07.
9. Email from

to

n 1/9/08, with accompanying memorandum

dated 1/9/08.

10. Interview of SA

11. Interview of

6/3/10.

12. Procurement file (Re: SafeBoat procured for FLETC).
13. OLE policy directives 53 and 91, Re: Asset Forfeiture Fund.

14. NWED procurement request for Boston Whaler 345 Conquest, dated 1117/08.
15. Request for Quotations for "One Boston Whaler 345 Conquest or Equal/' dated 2/1/08.
16. File o~ DOC Senior Procurement Attorney, Re: Boston Whaler 345 Conquest.

17. Interview of

6/9110, 7/14/10.

I~ o

- Contracting Officer,

-4/22111.
19. Interview of
13/10.
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: 5/27/10.

20. Affidavit of

21. Seattle Harbor Patrol activity log for 6/12108.
22. Interview of Officer

Seattle Harbor Patrol: 6/2110.

23. Receipt provided by Boat Shed restaurant, Bremerton, WA, dated 6/12/08.
24. Interview of
Brunswick dated 6/30/08.

25. Interview of

lackfish Marine: 5/14110, with Blackfish Marine invoice to

517/10.

26. Interview o f - 5/25/10.
27. Interview o f - 5/25110.

28. Affidavit of

5/24/10.

5/21110.

29. Jnterview of SA

30. Call detail record for ~signed cell phone for the period 7/25/08-8/24/08.

31. Seattle Police Department 911 call summary for 8/8/08.
32. Coast Guard Seattle activity log for 8/8/08.

33. Email from

on 8/18/08.

to

34. Reservation record of Semiahmoo Resort for activity between 8/19/08 and 8/24/08.

35. Travel voucher for SA

for travel between 8/21/08 and 8/26/08.

36. Interview of SA
37. OLE Incident Data Sheet for 8/23/08 vessel boarding, documented on 4/13/09.
38. Interview of~th accompanying photographs: 6/3/10.
39. Interview of SA

5/19/10.

40. Interview ofthen-S~: 5/24/10.
41. Interview of SA

: 5/18/10.
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42. Interview of

: 517110.

43. Interview of
44. Interview of then

. 5/18/10.

45. Fonn 1164 reimbursements t~or the period 7/08-8/09, with accompanying
breakdo\.\<TI of charges prepare~
46. Email exchange be

on 4/9/09, and between -

~d

47. Interview of

: 5/13/11.

48. Memorandum of Agreement between OLE/NWED and the Whatcom County Sheriffs Office,
dated June 2008.

49. Vessel operations logbook for NWED UC vessel, initiated on 4/27/09.

50. OIG photographs of UC vessel: 5/4110.
51. Interview of~learwater Marine: 5/12/10.

52. Prosecutorial declination, U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland: 5/31/11.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

Washington, D.C. 20230

Ann Eilers
Principal Assistant Inspector General for Audits & Evaluations

RickBei~

Principal Assistant Inspector General for Investigations
DATE:

February 22, 2012

REF:

ACTION MEMORANDUM - REFERRAL
RE: DOC Procurement Integrity

01 Case FOP-WF-12-0333-P

alleging a variety of complaints concerning
potential contract irregularities and mismanagement within OAM. We subsequently received
corroborating accounts of many of these issues through interviews with current and former
OAM employees, including managers, who provided specific information on contracts where
the irregularities have occurred.
Our investigation has not identified any criminal activity, but has identified potential systemic
management and procurement problems within OAM. Accordingly, this matter is being
referred to OAE for a review of the specific issues identified during the course of this
investigation. They include the following:
I. Ambit Contract: Anti-Deficiency issue; conflict of interest and improper practices on
technical review aspect of award; and directing contracts/anti-competition practices.
2. Accenture Contract Directing contracts/anti-competitive practices (sham
competition); ill-defined deliverables; circumventing small business contracting goals.

3. MSI Contract: Directing contracts/anti-competitive practices (sham competition);
circumventing small business contracting goals.
4. Metrica Contract: Use of Non-Personal services contracts for what were really
personal services contracts, which are not an authorized form of contracting at DOC;
government personnel directing contractor hiring and practices; potential double billing
by individuals under contract with OGC's Commercial law litigation Program (CLOP),
but would also obtain payment from MSI under the logistics contract; improper use of

2

contract funds to purchase furniture, computers and other office equipment; improper
donation of government owned equipment to foreign nationals.
5. EDMS Contract: Improper exercise of options in a contract.
6. Repetitive Unauthorized Commitments: The OGC
flaunted policy and direction repeatedly, causing first a misuse of the purchase card, then
when that was cut off, engaging in anti-deficient actions requiring after-the-fact purchase
orders to ratify the unauthorized acts.
7. Poor Procurement Practices: A generalized allegation across the board of
sloppiness; poorly written statements of work. often with no evaluation criteria; failure
to adequately compete work; willful blindness to the FAR in the name of customer
service (i.e., yielding to client pressure); and an OGC procurement office that is
complicit, which not only allows the poor practices to persist, but actually covers them
up by unreasonable legal arguments to attempt to justify OAM practices.
Attached to this referral are the interview reports relevant to this matter, and which should
help with an understanding of the issues. If you have any questions, or need further
investigative assistance, please feel free to call Acting Special Agent in Charge
t
(202)482Attachments: 01 Case File 12-0333
cc: Todd J. Zinser, Inspector General
Wade Green, Counsel to the Inspector General

All~ Pursuant to b(l)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

tc)

Office of Inspector General
Washington, D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

File

~ctingSAC

DATE:

February 22, 2012

REF:

ACTION MEMORANDUM - CLOSURE

RE: DOC Procurement Integrity
01 Case FOP-WF-12-0333-P
On January 9, 2012, the Office of Investigations (01) received information from
alleging a variety of complaints concerning
potential contract irregularities and mismanagement within OAM. We subsequently received
corroborating accounts of many of these issues through interviews with current and former
OAM employees, including managers, who provided specific information on contracts where
the irregularities have occurred. They include potential anti-deficiency act violations and
routine disregard for the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). (Serials 1-6)
Our investigation has not identified any criminal activity, but has identified potential systemic
management problems within OAM. Per a discussion with lG Zinser on February 7, 2012, this
preliminary matter is being closed in favor of a referral to the Office of Audits & Evaluations
(OAE) to initiate a review of the specific issues identified during the course of this investigation.

Approved: Rick Beitel,
2/22/2012
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[g] Final
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ubmitted a complaint to the Department of Com
OIG .
orwarded a copy of an e-mail sent by
-mail account ~trade. o
the e-mai,
stated he was ~don as
pursue non-government employment as a private consultant
stated, "I started my own consulting company and landed several contracts with foreign
governments and ~· and U.S. companies to help them with international trade and
investment issues. 11 -explained his new company would be assisting and representing
foreign companies in support of those companies' international trade expansion and licensing
requirements; including their attempts to enter the U.S. market. - a l s o noted, "I would be
remiss in saying that if any of your companies require assistance on international trade and
investment issues, I will be deli hted to s eak with you."-ended his e-mail ~
"Throu h the generosity of
I will office ~. That address is (Attachment I)

Distribution:

OIG _x_

Bureau/Organization/Agency Management .JL

DOJ: _ _

Other (specify):
Date:

2/c-/"?-cting Special Agent in Charge
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raised the following concerns in his DOC OIG hotline complaint:

( 3 ) - i s representing the Government of Queensland, Australia and may be acting as
~ Agent without proper registration;
(4)

olicited business for his new company,
rom subordinate employees while still employed at th

(S)~ntered into the ITA database by
on-2011, while-was still allegedly employed with the ITA.

~om
.
aint.
contained both criminal and administrative allegations against - D u e to
the fact tha
is no longer employed by the Department of Commerce and therefore not
subject to administrative sanction; the investigation focused only on resolving the three criminal
allegations as denoted below:
Allegation# I) 18 USC §20 I (c), Bribery of Public Officials and Witnesses

D i d - receive a gratuity from . n the form
official act?

of free

office space for or because

of an

This criminal statute contains five elements that need to be substantiated in order
to prove a violation. A (I) public official must (2) directly or indirectly demand,
seek, receive or accept, agree to receive or accept, (3) anything of value for (4)
himself/herself (5) for or because of an official act performed or to be performed by
said official. Intent is not required to prove that the public official received a
gratuity.
Allegation #2) 18 USC §641, Theft and Embezzlement of Public Money, Property or
Records

Di~teal proprietary ITA information from the ITA's CTS for his private ~nancial
benefit?
This criminal statute contains three elements that need to be substantiated in order
2
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Al fBidons Pursuant to b(7) {c !

to prove a violation. The alleged violator (I) voluntarily, intentionally, and
knowingly (2) stole property belonging to the United States or any department
thereof (3) with the intent to deprive the United States of the use or benefit of the
property so taken.
Allegation #3) 22 USC §612-618, Pertinent Sections of the Foreign Agent Registration Act

Did
knowingly and willfully foil to register PIC as a Foreign Agent while under contract
as a private consultant to the Government of Queensland?
This is not a criminal statute but it does contain criminal provisions if individuals
who fall under its authority do not follow the requirements of the Act. The statute
states, "No personal shall act as an agent of a foreign principal unless he has filed
with the Attorney General a true and complete registration statement and
supplements thereto as required by subsections (a) and (b) of this section or unless
he is exempt from registration under the provisions of this subchapter. The single
element of proof is whether an entity registered as a Foreign Agent, if required to,
under the Act.
RESULTS/SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION

All three criminal allegations were not substantiated.
Allegation #I: ~as a public official when he agreed to receive (and -greed to
provide) free office space valued at approximately $6,000 per month. We were not able to
identify an official act related to the receipt of the space and thus the burden of proof for a
violation of this statute was not met.
Allegation #2:-=laimed he manually entered all of the e-mail add-·n his 2011, e-mail from business cards he had collected during his tenure with the
The CTS does
not track when individuals export information, such as e-mail addresses, fro~m and thus
there was no evidence to refute-statement. No witnesses saw-export and
abscond with information from the CTS. Therefore, the burden of proof for a violation of this
statute was not met.

Allegati~ is a private business consultant with the Government of Queensland

(GOQ).~ GOQ in garnering foreign investment in, and exporting, Queensland's
rticipate in
coal seam gas (CSG) and liquefied natural gas
any political activities related to GOQ. As such,
is exempt
from registering as a Foreign Agent under this statute and is not in violation of the Foreign Agent
Registration Act.
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METHODOLOGY

This case was conducted through a witness interviews and reviews of documentation including
electronic ma~ documentation, and internal correspondence and/or documents
from the I T A . _
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

On-2011, International Trade Administration (ITA
~tted a complaint to the DOC OIG Hotline.
copy of an e·mail sent by
recipients on-2011. ( ttac men
On -2011, we interviewe~ho stated his complaint centered on the five previously
me~allegations 1•
·all dated-2011, -s~
I will office~m. That address is - - - stated
iss elled the company's name
former ffA~. believes
violated conflict of Interest statutes in at it appears ~
arranged to receive free office space from . r i o r to leaving the ITA. {Attachments I
and 2)
Allegation #2:
stated he believed ~ade a copy of the
Tracking System
database and is usi~base for personal gain.
the CTS has an export function in whic
ould have exported client in ormation
into another format such as Microsoft ce .
did not have any definitive evidence
as a personal copy of the CTS database or is using the database for personal
stimated the CTS tracks approximately 3,600 ITA clients. (Attachment 2)
Allegation #3: In h i s - 20 I I, e-mail,~tated, "My initial contract is with the
Government of Queensland (GOQ), Aust~e I will help attract foreign investment
to the $80 billion in LNG facilities they plan to build over the next several years."alleged this statement leads the reader to believe
nder contract with the
GOQ prior to terminating his employment with the ITA.
tated representatives of

1
Whil-omplaint also included allegations concerning administrative violations, they were not addressed in
this report as previously noted.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

foreign governments are ~ be registered with the Department of justice. stated he does not b e l i e v - s registered to represent the GOQ. (Attachm:rtti}
Over the eriod ul 5-6, 20 I I 1 OIG received several e-mails and documentation from identifying nearly the exact same

(I) Did-receive a gratuity from

in the form of free office space for or because of an official

adr

NOAA Workforce Management Office (WMO) Human Resources
ncllt'dates of employment with the ITA were
ormed
n
20 I I, while he was still officially employed
Field Director
on
rovided an e-mai le.esignation to
stated-required he take~ leave from the time he submitted his
letter of resignation until his last official day of employment, ~O I I. (Attachments 4-6)

~ational

2

Accessed from http://www.linkedin.com/pub

on February, 6, 2012.
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AIAGdOOS Pursuantto b(7) (C)

that he was leaving the-and was
began discussing t~ibility of
· strings in which
engaged in office
11
space discussions via e-mail. On
2011,
wrote t
tating, 1 think we offer
h i m - h e office next to
until we need it otherwise. We can figure out his internet
acce~ once he physically arrives. I am OK on the timeline and will let him know that we
expect to be able to accommodate him for the initial term, unless we can't (i~haves or
we need the s ace -1 don't ex ect either to be a problem. You OK with thad'-ater sent
·1 t
, in which he stated, "I
robably start working out of
w
gned an agreement for
to occupy office space
n
eceived a 150 square foot o ice, ree parking and a garage
access card, use
op1er an ree utilities (i.e. he did not have to pay a pro-rata portion of
~tility bill
estimated the benefit to be $40 per square foot or $6,000 (which
included parking and utilities) per month. (Attachments 12-15)
In or around . .011, -informed
·
·s own consulting company.

"'ill

5

3 The followin

information was obtained from
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Al~ Pursuantto b(l) (c)

utilized the office from - 2 0 I I until December 2011, when he learned of this
investigation. The total value of th':Tr:'e office space over the six-month period was $24,000.
{Attachment 8)
There was no evidence or w· n
interactions with a a s
outside of hi o
duties as
admitted to providing ex ort
assistance t
clients and
admitted to requesting exp,
istance ~ r
clients from
roviding export assistance is the mandate of the
nd thus
ments 8 and I
was performing 1s o rcial duty when providing export assistance to

2) Di

teal proprietary /TA information from the ITA's CTS for his private financial benefit?

During-interview, he admitted that he ~have any veriflcation t h a t - s e d
overnment information for his personal benefi~elieved but did not have ~that
CTS to~ution list for
2011, e-mail.
m p l o y e e - p i n e d the dis
e-mail looked as if it was derived from CTS.
ade t at or savvy with C
nd his PIC e-mail
thereby sending the entire list of several hundred e-mail addresses in the
private e-mail accounts. (Attachments 2 and I6-18)
the OIG,-tated he manually typed in every e-mail address in the
-mail from business cards he maintained over the tenure of his
!aimed to maintain albums of busines~
to generate the e-mail addresses contained in his~
We ~ -

ffice of Strategic Planning, regarding the capabilities of the
exported
id or did
information from a client flle. Therefore there was ~r us to verify if
not export client contact information from the CTS.-=omposed the
11, e-mail
laim that
at his residence and thus there were no witnesses to substantiate or refut
he manually entered information from business cards in his possession. (Attachment 19)

CTS.-~es not have the functionality to track when a

We spoke with
DOC Office of General Counsel, who stated the ethics rules for
ITA are located at http://www.commerce.gov/os/ogc/ethics-law-and-programs-division. We
obtained a copy of the 20 I I Summary of Ethics Rules, U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service
International Trade Administration4• On Page 3, under the Misuse of Government Position and
4

www.commerce.gov/.../2011/..Jita-fcs_summary_of_ethics_rules_lO 11
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Resources section, the document states, "You cannot use your U.S. Governm
eincluding business contacts obtained through employment, for personal activities."
mail was sent one day prior to his final day of employment with the uses.
stated he has
not used any of the contact information contained within his 20 I ~ii to date but
would do so "if the situation presented itself." - i d not deprive the ~f the business
contact information as client contact information is maintained within the CTS. The burden of
proof demonstrating av-ion of 18 USC §641 has not been met. In addition,-is no
longer employed by th
and is therefore no longer bound by 5 CFR §2635.10 I Basic
Obligation of Public Service (i.e. misuse of his government position) from which policy guiding the
Misuse of Government Position and Resources was derived. (Attachments 8 and 20)

3) Di~nowingly and willfully fail to register
private consuhant to the Government of Queensland?

s a Foreign Agent while under contract as a

~oes not represent GOQ before any federal or state entitles nor does he engage in
poli-·ca
· ities for or on the behalf of GOQ.~ntered into a contract with the GOQ
on
20 I I, for $90,000 per year for two years to perform the following services
(Attachments 21 and 22):.
A) Identify and provide at least three qualified leads of LNG-Gas supply chain companies
within North America interested in investing in Australia per month for two years. Must
identify and provide senior level appropriate contacts within these companies.
B) Successfully set up at least I0 meetings based from companies on this list with the
appropriate senior level of executives within these companies.

C) Submit monthly report including list of companies met, detail of discussions, outcomes
and market intelligence.
D) Assist with various relevant Ministerial and Senior Officer enquiries (sic) (up to 20 for
the period) and Ministerial and Senior Officer visit preparations (up to six for the period).
E) Assist with other Trade and Investment Queensland-related tasks in special
circumstances on request from the Commissioner - the Americas.
22 USC §613 provides an exemption to the Foreign Agent Registration Act if the entity in
question agrees to engage uin private and nonpolitical activities in furtherance of the bona fide
trade or commerce of such foreign principal." Priestley's contract with GOQ to find Investors and
investment opportunities in the CSG to LNG supply chain exemp~om having to register as
a Foreign Agent.
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FINDINGS

(I) Did-receive a gratuity from
ad?

the form of free office space for or because. of an official

-a-.S
overnment
. official, directly and ~nally received-4,000 worth of free office
space from
began negotiating with. . in or around
20 I I, for the use of
w tie he was employed with the - b u t a er e had te.ered his
the free o ice
resignation
2011.-did not sign an agreement for or start using the
ffice
space until
20 I I, when he was no longer employed with th~e were unable to
identify.official act performed by-.:;hich was not w.'thithe scope of his emplolimnt
with the
or which provided a~r preference to
not afforded to other
clients. here ore, there is no evidence to support the alleged violation of 18 USC §20 I (c) an it
will not be referred for prosecution.
(2) Did~eal proprietary /TA information from the ITA's CTS for his private financial benefit?
ade copies of or exported information from the CTS
for his personal use
state ne manually entered all of the e-mail addresses in the 11To 11
block of his
20 I I, e-mail from business cards he had obtained over the course of his
career with the
lthougt~otuntarily, intentionally, and knowingly sent
contact information from t e business cards to his personal account for future private business
use; he did not deprive the United States of the use or benefit of the information as the
information is also contained within the CTS. Therefore, there is no evidence to support the
alleged violation of 18 USC §641 and the alleged violation will not be referred for prosecution.
( 3 ) - representing the Government of Queensland, Australia and may be acting as a foreign
agent without being properly registered.

- s exempted from having to register as a Foreign Agent under the Foreign Agent Registration
Act. Therefore, there is no evidence to support the alleged violation of 22 USC §612-618 and the
alleged violation will not be referred for prosecution.
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
CASE TITLE:

FILE NUMBER:
HQ-HQ- I 2-0162-1

PTO Procurement Process Questioned
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Alexandria, VA

TYPE OF REPORT
Interim
!Zl Final

D

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION
On November 15, 20 I I, our office received allegations that the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office {USPTO), had improperly sole-sourced a contract for transit vouchers, and that USPTO
officials had made false statements in support of that sole-source award.
RESULTS/SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
Our investigation found that although USPTO failed to post the sole-source award notification
to the Federal Business Opportunities website, as required in the Federal Acquisitions
Regulations (FAR) §6.305, this was a clerical error, and there was otherwise no evidence to
substantiate the allegation that US PTO sole-sourced this contract in violation of the. FAR. ·
METHODOLOGY
This investigation was conducted through interviews and document review, including electronic
mail and public domain documentation.

OIG ..x.

Bureau/Organization/Agency Management _X_

DOJ: _ _

Other (specify):
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION
On November 15, 20 I I, our office received a complaint from Edenred USA, a transit fare
media provider, alleging that USPTO had improperly sole-sourced a contract in the amount of
$2,077,800 for transit fare media to be used in the Washington, D.C. and Detroit, Michigan
metro areas. It was alleged that USPTO's use of the "only one responsible source" justification
for sole-sourcing the award was improper, as Edenred USA stated they were also capable of
providing this service, and there had not been a request for quotes placed on the Federal
Business Opportunities website, 1 as required by the FAR. (Attachment I)
Upon receiving the complaint, we obtained and analyzed the sole-source award to Tranben
LTD, Contract #DOC50PAPTI 200012. The contract was for the provision of paper transit
fare vouchers, which USPTO provides to its employees as a transit benefit; 2 the contract terms
provided an initial term of one year, with an option to renew on November I of each year in
the following four years, for a full performance amount of $2,077,800. We reviewed the
contract with regard to relevant portions of the FAR, and found the contract to be substantially
in compliance; the only deficiency being that USPTO failed to post the notification of the solesource award to Tranben on the Federal Business Opportunities website, as required by FAR
§6.305
upervisory Contracting Spe~lained that USPTO
maintains its own website for acquisitions, 3 and t h a t - C o n t r a c t Specialist,
USPTO, had misunderstood an instruction from a meeting, and incorrectly thought that posting
to USPTO's site was a substitute for posting to Federal Business Opportunities. The posting of
the sole-source award on the Federal Business Opportunities website is for a 30 day period to
allow other companies to challenge the sole-source award if the company does not feel the
sole-source award is justified. There is no retroactive remedy for this oversight. (Attachments 2
- 4)
We subsequently interviewed each of the US
The original requisition request ca
tated that he learned on May I 0, 20 I I, that
Division, Office of Finance, USPTO.
effective December 31, 2011, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)
would discontinue acceptance of paper transit vouchers. This discontinuation had the potential
to create a disruption in the provision of transit benefits to USPTO's new employees, as paper
vouchers were the only option for providing transit benefits to a new employee on their first
day (employees may have to wait up to two months before employees are enrolled in and able

1

www.fbo.gov.
Paper transit vouchers are paper tickets issued by USPTO to its employees, which may be exchanged for tickets
to use the various D.C.-area transit services, including the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA), Virginia Railway Express (VRE), and MARC (which serves to connect the Maryland region with D.C.).
3
www.uspto.gov/about/vendor_info/current_acquisitions/index.jsp.

2
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to use USPTO's electronic transit benefit system).-explained that although WMATA
would continue to accept vouchers through Dece~ 20 I I, after November 30, 2011,
WMATA would not refund the value of any previously purchased tr~hers, meaning
USPTO needed a replacement voucher in place by November I, 20 I I~xplained that
because the replacement company's vouchers would need to be integrated into USPTO's
electronic transit system, a few weeks of reprogramming time would be required, thus moving
the deadline up further, to October 2011. (Attachment 5)
- s t a t e d that at the same time that he learned of the upcoming discontinuation by
WMATA, he was also beginning the process of obtaining transit vouchers for use in Detroit,
Michigan, where USPTO was preparing to open a satellite office.-etermined it would
be most efficient to find a company providing paper transit ~accepted by transit
authorities in both the D.C. and Detroit-metro areas.~arket research, which was
conducted by visiting the websites of each relevant transit authority to determine which paper
transit fare vouchers were accepted in both markets, 4 showed t~e company, Tranben
LTD, produced vouchers that were currently accepted in b o t h - d i d not research the
process that a company would pursue to establish a relationship to enable their vouchers to be
accepted because, in his experience, working with transit authorities was a time-consuming
effort, and he presumed that getting vouchers accepted would be a lengthy process. ~
given that he had only approximately five months to put a replacement into place, found it unlikely that a company could establish a relationship with each transit authority in the
time remaining. (Attachment 5)
Email correspondence provided by USPTO contracting officials show that~as aware
f r he · continuation of WMATA's vouchers as early as March 2011.
- - contacted
the requisition on April 15, 20 I I . Further, email
correspondence showed that
ad been conducting market research as early as
September 20 I 0, having been in contact with a Tranben, LTD representative about the markets
in which their vouchers were accepted. (Attachment 6)
~reparing

TMI

the contract specialist assigned to this requisition, was contacted in April 20 I I by
nd told that the request was to sole-source the contract award to Tranben, L
~e the only company capable of fulfillin the request. Following this request,
~ook steps to verify the accuracy of
request, which she did by visiting ne
websites of, and c~ls at, the same transit aut orities t h a t - - had researched.
ounc--research to be accurate and determine~anben, LTD was
the only company currently providing a paper transit fare voucher accepted in both the D.C.
. . .tated that he visited the websites for Commuter Direct, the main voucher exchange service for the
~and the three Detroit-area authorities: the Detroit People Mover, Suburban Mobility Authority for
Regional Transportation (SMART), and Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT).

3
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and Detroit areas.
did not research the process of a company establishing a
relationship with the various transit authorities for acceptance of their paper vouchers, nor was
there a discussion of having the contract be subject to full and open competition. (Attachment
7)
ch in the same
tated that she verified
manner that
ad, and found it sufficient and accurate.
plained that as
part of their standard process, she and ~eview the market research provided by
the USPTO official(s) requesting a requisition, but that they rely in large part on those
submitting the request to be the subject matter~n, and to provide an accurate picture
of, the market involved.~reed with~hat given the time constraints, there
was no time to subject t~ full and open competition. (Attachment 4)
Following the sole-source award to Tranben, LTD, USPTO was contacted by the complainants
in this case, and began a dialogue regarding the award of this contract. Once contacted, USPTO
reviewed the award of this contract and determined that even if they were to re-open this
contract to full and open competition, they would still select Tranben, LTD based on the smallbusiness justification. Further, they determined that Edenred, USA would not have been capable
of fulfilling this contract because Edenred, USA vouchers were not being accepted at any of the
Detroit-area transit authorities. (Attachments 4 and 8)
Contact with the various transit authorities verified that Tranben, LTD, at the time of
requisition, was the only company with paper transit fare vouchers accepted by transit
authorities in both the D.C. and Detroit-metro area. (Attachment 9)

4
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

CASE TITLE:

FILE NUMBER:

REVIEW OF NOAA FISHERIES ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAMS AND OPERATIONS
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Washington, DC

PPC-SP-10-0247-Y
TYPE OF REPORT

D

Interim

f8J

Final

I

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION
On June 2, 2009, Jane Lubchenco, Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and
NOAA Administrator, requested DOC/OIG conduct a nationwide review of the policies and
practices of NOAA's Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) and General Counsel for Enforcement and
Litigation (GCEL) in response to a Congressional inquiry that had been submitted to her office. On
May I, 2009, Lubchenco received a request from the following members of Congress to investigate
allegations of excessive penalties and retaliatory actions by OLE in the Northeast Region of the
National Marine Fisheries Service: U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA), U.S. Senator John Kerry
(D-MA), U.S. Representative John Tierney (D-MA), U.S. Representative Barney Frank (D-MA), and
U.S. Representative William Delahunt (D-MA). On June 19, 2009, DOC/OIG established a team to
analyze and address the issues of the complaint.

RESULTS I SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
We issued four reports during 20 I 0 based upon our review of NOAA Fisheries Enforcement
programs and operations, resulting in a total of twenty-nine (29) administrative actions, including
revised rules and regulations and new policies and procedures. In addition, DOC IG Todd J. Zinser
has testified (to date} before four Congressional Hearings regarding our findings and
recommendations as well as NOAA's corrective actions. There have been several significant spinoff cases which DOC/OIG/01 has conducted: two completed investigations have resulted in various
personnel actions (i.e., suspensions and downgrades, reassignments and transfers, reprimands and a
Distribution:

OIG

X

Bureau/Organization/Agency Management_

~

-

--

DOJ: _

Other (specify):

Date:

----

~
- p e c i a l Agent.

HQ Operations
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retirement); one investigation is currently pending a formal response from NOAA regarding our
recommendation for appropriate administrative action; and t:No other active investigations, both of
which were referenced by DOC IG Zinser during his most recent Congressional testimony.
Finally, DOC IG Zinser also briefed a panel of United States Attorneys, who also served as
members of the Attorney General's Advisory Committee (AGAC) Environmental Issues Working
Group, regarding the results of our review and the corrective actions that have been undertaken
by NOAA.

METHODOLOGY
Our review was conducted by a multi-disciplinary team of OIG Staff with varied areas of expertise,
including criminal investigation, forensic audit, risk analysis and program evaluation. Our review of
NOAA Fisheries Enforcement Programs and Operations was conducted to determine the
following: I) Evaluate how OLE and GCEL conduct enforcement operations in a regulatory
environment; 2) Evaluate the process used by NOAA's OLE and GCEL offices to establish
priorities with respect to enforcement actions and penalty assessments, and whether enforcement
actions and penalties are carried out and/or levied within parameters established by guideline,
regulation, and penalty schedules; and 3) Evaluate the resources applied by NOAA to the
enforcement function, including the overall accounting, management. and use of funds it obtained
through penalties assessed and received. As we noted at the outset of the review, it was
anticipated that the work would be conducted in phases and the findings reported incrementally, as
appropriate.
,
This inquiry was completed via (I) interviews with fisherman, boat captains, boat owners, fish
dealers, association members, management council officials, and defense attorneys; (2) interviews
with DOC employees, particularly OLE, GCEL, NMFS and NOAA; (3) meetings with government
officials from other federal regulatory enforcement agencies, such as the Environmental Protection
Agency; the Department of Interior - Fish and Wildlife Service; and the DOC - Bureau of Industry
and Security, and the review of their policies and procedures; (4) review of Department of Justice
guidelines regarding certain enforcement techniques; (5) review of records obtained from the
fishing industry and NOAA involving OLE/GCEL cases and investigations; (6) a commissioned
examination of the administration and utilization of NOAA's Asset Forfeiture Fund, i.e., a forensic
review of the collection of fines and penalties into and expenditures from the AFF that was
conducted by KPMG, a major public accounting and auditing firm; (7) an OIG forensic review of the
OLE SOF; and (8) case file reviews and interviews of OLE and GCEL officials associated with and/or
involved in the cases, complaints or incidents that were specifically selected for further OIG
examination and analysis.
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BACKGROUND

NOAA. specifically OLE and GCEL, plays a pivotal role in the enforcement of fishing regulations.
OLE enforces laws that protect and regulate the nation's living marine resources and their natural
habitats. GCEL processes civil penalty cases. permit sanctions and administrative forfeitures.
OLE was formed in 1970 and has criminal investigators/special agents (1811 series) and
enforcement officers (1801 series) employed in six divisional offices with 52 field offices throughout
the United States and U.S. territories. They have the authority to enforce over 35 statutes and
numerous treades related to the conservation and protection of marine resources. The primary
laws enforced by OLE Include the following: Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MSA): Endangered Species Act; Marine Mammal Protection Act; Lacey Act; and
National Marine Sanctuaries Act. The primary geographic jurisdiction Is the waters within the U.S.
Exduslve Economic Zone (EEZ) - ocean waters between 3 and 200 miles off shore and adjacent to
all U.S. states and territories - and it is also extended to all protected marine species and national
marine sanctuaries within the U.S.
GCEL coordinates and Implements the NOAA General Counsel's delegated authority as NOAA's
civil prosecutor. They also establish national law enforcement policy in conjunction with OLE and
NOAA program offices, provide legal support to OLE and other NOAA offices. including the
Sustainable Fisheries Division and Protected Resources Division: and advise NOAA officials on
• specific enforcement cases and general enforcement trends and issues. GCEL can consider a variety
of options with cases referred .to it by OLE, including declining administrative action; downgrading
or upgrading an inidal enforcement action; lssuil)g a written warning; issuing a summary settlement;
issuing a Notice of Violation and Assessment (NOVA) or Notice of Permit Sanction (NOPS) - an
action against a regulated party's permit to fish. GCEL may also settle cases using compromises or
a combination of any of the foregoing remedies.
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

In response to a Congressional inquiry in May 2009 concerning allegations of excessive penalties
and retaliatory actions by OLE in the NMFS Northeast Region, NOAA requested OOC/OIG to
conduct a nationwide review of the policies and practices of OLE and GCEL We initiated a review·
of NOAA Fisheries Enforcement Programs and Operations. (Exhibits I and 2)
Our review resulted in four reports being issued during 2010. The OIG Reports and NOAA
Responses are detailed as follows:
Review of NOAA flSheries Enforcement Promuns and C&erations - issued January 21, 20 I0
The first report focused on the management of the programs and operations related to fisheries
enforcement. Desptte expectations that we would Investigate Individual cases or complaints
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLf
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brought to our attention In which fisherman believed they were treated unfairly or subjected to
overzealous enforcement, our Initial focus remained on the management Issues we had identified in
order to carry out this review In a timely manner. We noted that additional follow-up and
examination of these complaints would be conducted to determine whether any further action by
either NOAA or OIG was necessary or recommended. (Exhibit 3)
We also experienced two additional limitations. First. Inadequate management information systems
were a significant detriment, which was one of our overarching findings. Second, we were
constrained in our ability to address concerns raised about the AFF. Although one of our objectives
was to examine the fund, we found that despite a balance of $8.4 million as of December 21, 2009,
OLE officials were not aware if the AFF had ever been audited. We found that while the fund's
balance was included In the Department's overall financial statements, internal controls over the
AFF were not tested as part of the annual financial statement audit due to the relatively small size
of the fund. As a result, we subsequently commissioned a forensic review of the AFF. (Exhibit 3)
Most of the complaints we received from the fishing industry, and particularly In the Northea.St
Region, fell into three categories:
(I) Ashing regulations are unduly complicated, unclear and confusing - broad fishing
regulations have become increasingly complex and onerous. Regulations impose an
excessive administrative burden on regulated parties, regulations change with little or
no advance notice and increase In complexity, and Federal regulations In some
Instances conflict with state regulations;
..
(2) NOAA's regulatory enforcement processes. are arbitrary and lack transparency penalties are disproportionate to the gravity of the offense(s) charged. It Is unclear
how GCEL attorneys determine the assessments for fines and penalties, the
administrative enforcement process (including cases adjudicated through the
administrative law judge system with appeals filed to the NOAA Administrator is
biased In favor of NOAA. the system encourages respondents to settle cases
(regardless of culPabllity) due to the high costs associated with contesting the charges
and thus making It difficult for respondents to defend themselves, GCEL attorneys
possess and exercise too much authority and discretion, and OLE and GCEL do not
take into consideration any unintentional errors or mistakes; and
(3) NOAA•s broad and powerful enforcement authorities have led to a fisheries
enforcement posture that is overly aggressive and intrusive - OLE employs overly
aggressive and Inappropriate techniques for regulatory enforcement, the perception
exists that NOAA is intentionally putting small fisherman out of business In favor of
corporate fishing entitles. and OLE and GCEL have a motive to fine fisherman because
the proceeds go into an account (AFF) that funds their operations. (Exhibit 3)
The first report disclosed systemic, nationwide issues adversely affecting NOAA's ablltty to
effectively carry out its mission of regulating the fishing Industry. Stgnificantfy, we found that (I)
NOAA senior leadership and headquarters elements needed to exercise substantially greater
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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management and oversight of the agency's regional enforcement operations, (2) NOAA needed to
strengthen policy guidance, procedures, and Internal controls in its enforcement operations to
address a common industry perception that its civil penalty assessment process is arbitrary and
unfair; and (3) NOAA needed to reassess its OLE workforce composition to determine if this
criminal-enforcement-oriented structure is the most effective for accomplishing its primarily
regulatory mission. (Exhibit 3) ·
In response· to our findings and recommendations, NOAA issued an internal memorandum on
December I, 2009, and a subsequent Internal memorandum for NOAA General Counsel Lois
Schiffer and Acting Assistant Administrator for Fisheries from Administrator Lubchenco on
February 3, 20 IO. The steps and measures outlined In these documents were then Incorporated
into the formal response from NOAA to OlG on March 18, 20 I0, which detailed a total of el~en
administrative actions taken by NOAA In summary, these Included two revisions of rules and
regulations, eight new policies and procedures being instituted and one management inquiry.
(Exhibits 4 • 6)

Revtew ofNQAA Rsheries EnfQrcement Asset Forfiiture Fund - issued July I, 20 I0
Our second report concerned the Asset Forfeiture Fund (AFF). In attempting to understand how
the AFF had functioned, KPMG was unable to discern the current balance of the AFF because it
found that NOAA did not have a consistent definition of the AFF and that the AFF was more of an
abstract concept than a tangible entity within NOAA Based on the information and details
obtained by KPMG, no unit or individual within NOAA had a clear understanding of the AFF or
how it functioned. As a result, KPMG was unable to verify the $8.4 million balance that we cited in
our January 2010 Report, which was provided by OLE and NOAA/Office of Finance. KPMG's
analysis suggested that the AfPs balance likely fell within a broader range. (Exhibit 7)
Based on complicated definitional, data analysis, and reconciliation efforts, KPMG found that from
January I, 2005, through June 30, 2009, (the period of its forensic review) the AFF received
approximately $96 million, which included interest on prior balances, and expended about $49
million through 82,778 "outflow" transactions. This analysis suggested that the balance of the AFF
could be higher than $8.4 million.
KPMG found that the AFF had not functioned as a coherent program, despite being a substantial
source of agency operational funding-outside and supplemental to annual appropriations-drawn
solely from the proceeds of NOAA enforcement actions against industry parties. Rather, the AFF
had operated through poorly defined, disjointed, and Inconsistent processes that lacked effective
internal controls, and one which no single NOAA office appeared to be in charge or accountable
because it was so decentralized. The results of KPMG's review disclosed a history of inattention
within NOAA to a substantial and highly sensitive monetary function of the agency. KPMG's
findings show that NOAA had administered the AFF In a manner that was neither transparent nor
conducive to accountability, thus rendering It susceptible to both error and abuse. We noted that
FOR OFFICIAL USE OHLY
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KPMG applied considerable time and effort attempting to define the AFF and its parameters, and
thus limited its performance of comprehensive, detailed testing of individual transactions to identify
irregularities. KPMG could have carried out substantially deeper testing of AFF expenditure
transactions to. identify irregularities had it not run out of time under its contract. (Exhibit 7)
In addition to the information and findings detailed above, KPMG also reported the following: (I}
Between collection and disbursement, there were a significant number of "hand-offs" from one
NOAA organization to another, without a consistent method of tracking the funds; (2) Revenues
comprising the AFF were co-mingled with other funds in various NOAA finance funds, making It
nearly Impossible to delineate, track, and oversee the receipt and expenditure of only those funds;
(3) OLE did not have a formal budget for its use of the AFF and instead, OLE charged expenses to
the AFF under broad internal guidelines for authorized use, as it deemed appropriate; (4) Further,
GCEL received a minimal appropriated budget (usually less than $1,000) for its total annual
operating costs, and assumed that virtually all of its operating costs were reimbursable from the
AFF; (5) Neither OLE's nor GCEL's budgeting process fully accounted for the use of AFF monies;
(6) Ole's processes for disbursing AFF monies did not ensure that they were legally authorized or
centrally managed or monitored and disbursement processes were different in each division
(region); and (7) OLFs regions and headquarters, along with GCEL headquarters, had different
requirements for AFF-related document retention and preservation. (Exhibit 7)
Based upon the results our independent review of the SOF, we did not identify any instances of
improper use of funds. However, we did Identify some areas for improvement, such as: (I) clear
and concise policies and procedures should be communicated and enforced, particularly since they
were not utilized, reviewed or revised on a regular basis and were inconsistent amongst the
regions: (2) the establishment of consistent documentation practices between regions as each one
had a different method of tracking expenditures and deposits from and into the AFF; (3) automated
record keeping for all regions on the same platform and/or format; and (4) specific training on the
use of SOF monies on a consistent and/or regular basis for all agents. (Exhibit 8)
In response to our findings and recommendations, NOAA issued a formal response on July 29.
2010. which detailed fourteen administrative actions. In summary, these Included ten new policies
and procedures. one restatement of policy, two management inquiries, and one revision of a
regulation/rule. (Exhibits 9 and I0)

Baal Beport - Review o(NOM Fisheries Enforcement - issued September 23, 20 I0
The third report focused on the results of our examination of some specific complaints raised by
members of the fishing industry at the outset of our review concerning allegations of unfair
treatment and overzealous enforcement by OLE and GCEL Of the 27 complaints we examined, 26
were from the Northeast. and all 27 combined complaints pertained to matters that fell under the
MSA. We reviewed the 11 specific complaints listed in our January 20 I0 report and then also
identified 16 additional complaints for further review from the 131 complainants we received
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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during the initial complaint intake period, which was conducted from June 2009 to December 2009.
(Exhibit 11)
As provided in this report we classified the complaints as confirmed, not substantiated. or
inconclusive: denoted them into one of the three types of complaint categories (unduly
complicated fishing regulations, NOAA's regulatory enforcement processes were arbitrary and
lacked ttansparency, and NOAA's broad enforcement authorities led to an overly aggressive and
intrusive posture); and indicated whether or not the issue was appropriate for further review. We
also listed a detailed synopsis of the issue based upon our investigative findings and conclusions. In
addition, we described the methodology used for the examination of selected NOAA Fisheries
Enforcement complaints for further review in Appendix 8. (Exhibit I I)
In summary, we confirmed nine complaints, found five to be unsubstantiated, and the remaining 13
complaints inconclusive. We also determined that many of the individual complaints we examined
were credible and had merit and, as a result, considered them to be appropriate for further review.

(Exhibit I I)
In response to our third report NOAA issued a formal response on November 22, 20 I0, and
detailed four administrative acdons taken in response. Specifically: (I) DOC Secretary Locke
appointed a Special Master to review the complaints Identified in our report and make
recommendations as to whether any penalties should be modified or remitted; (2) There were
various
onnel ch
d hi
siti
at NOAA. In particular the senior GCEL
was reassigned to NOAA GC
(3) The development of a Compliance Assistance Program - an independent office
empowered to advocate and/or advise the industry on violation avoidance, compliance assistance
and defense and settlement advocacy - along with a Compliance Liaison position In the Northeast
Region; and (4) NOAA put in place the Enforcement Complaint e-HotJine to report unfair or
oveneaJous enforcement actions or other breaches of conduct by NOAA enforcement employees.
(Exhibit 12)
Most significantly, DOC Secretary Locke announced in September 20 I0 the appointment of a
Special Master to review the enforcement cases identified In our report, along with other
complaints that were not discussed In the report (but had been previously made to the OIG during
the initial complaint in-take period) to determine if review of those complaints was also warranted.
The Special Master was directed to make recommendations to Secretary Locke on whether to take
action to modify or remit any of the penalties in these cases. In March 2011, Secretary Locke then
announced that he would also allow any fisherman and/or businesses until May 6, 2011, to submit
complaints about potentially excessive enforcement penalties directly to the Special Master for his
review and examination. (Exhibits 12 • IS)
Subsequently. during May 2011, Secretary Locke announced that $649,527 In flsherles enforcement
penalties would be retUmed to 11 Individuals or businesses after the independent review of their
7
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cases by the Special Master concluded the NOAA enforcement program had in some instances
"overstepped the bounds of propriety and fairness.'' Secretary Locke noted that the Special Master
was also reviewing approximately 80 additional applications received during the application period.
Accordingly, those applications that met the standards set forth in Secretary Locke's March 20 I I
Decision Memorandum would receive further review. (Exhibits 16 and 17)
The various personnel changes, in particular the selection of key NOAA leadership
management positions during the course of our review Included the I win
NOAA General Counsel Lois Schiffer

attorneys in the Northeast Region
12- 17)
NOAA developed a Compliance Assistance Program to enhance their enforcement program. This

was described as an independent office empowered to advocate and/or advise the industry on
violation avoidance, compliance assistance and defense and settlement advocacy. In addition, a ·
Compliance Liaison position was established In the Northeast Region· to Improve compliance
assistance to the fishing industry, and other stakeholders, to further assist with adherence to the
regulations. NOAA also enacted a complaint e-hodine to report unfair or overzealous enforcement
actions or other breaches of conduct by NOAA enforcement agents or attorneys. The
Enforcement Complaint e-Hotline allows stakeholders to report any iSsues directly to NOAA
management through a specific email address that goes directly to NOAA Headquarters. They
advised that any complaints received wlll be reviewed and, as necessary, investigated further.
(Exhibits 12 - 15)

GCEJ.. Perfonnance MaMrement and Other Issues Re.J>ort - issued December 14, 20 I0
The fourth report focused on the GCEL perfonnance management process and appraisal system;
the questionable timing of an award to the (then) senior GCEL enforcement attorney In the
Northeast Region which included a "problematic statement" we viewed reinforced the adversarial
perception In the Northeast regarding NOAA's approach to regulatory enforcement; and a specific
safety-related concern raised by another GCEL attorney in the Northeast Region. (Exhibit 18)
We reviewed a total of 64 GCEL attorney appraisals NOAA provided for a five year period of
Ascal Years (FY) 200SM2009. We found GCEL's process for evaluating the performance of its
attorneys to be essentially proforma (e.g., only one appraisal had written comments of any sort
from rating officials, none contained an employee self-assessment, and the appraisal form offered
only two rating choices: pass/fail). We also found inattention by GCEL management to the basic
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requirements for completing appraisals (e.g., missing employee and supervisor signatures), which
reflected a lack of proper care and regard for this Important perfonnance management function.
(Exhibit 18)
In response to our fourth report, NOAA issued a formal response on February 17, 2011, and
indicated that no administrative action(s) would be taken. However, Administrator Lubchenco
reported that she shared our concerns about the GCEL rating system and noted they had been
working for several years to replace the pass-fail system with a fwe-tiered perfonnance appraisal
system for bargaining unit employees. She reported that in 2007 NOAA undertook an effort to
negotiate collectively with those specific bargaining units to replace the pass/fail system which
resulted in litigation before the FLRA that was not resolved until June 2009. Rather than resume
collective negotiations following the FLRA decision, NOAA decided to end those discussions and
planned to notify the bargaining units accordingly. Once that step was taken, the NOAA GC would
provide notice to initiate lndiVidual negotiations to implement the new perfonnance appraisal
system. Until those negotiations are complete. NOAAIGC must continue to use the pass/fall
system currently in place for attorneys in the bargaining unit. (Exhibit 19)

CongressiOnal Testimony regarding NOAA Fisheries Enforcement Programs and
Operations:
In response to our Review of NOAA Fisheries Enforcement, DOC/IG Zinser has testified (to date)
before four Congressional hearings regarding our findings and recommendations and the responses
and corrective actions planned and/or taken by NOAA. Specifically:
U.S. House of Repr~entatives Subcommittee on Domestic Policy, Committee on Oversight
and Government Reform on March 2, 20 I0, in Gloucester, Massachusetts (Exhibit 20)
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries, and Coast Guard,
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on March 3, 20 I0, in Washington,
DC (Exhibit 21)
U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Insular Affairs, Oceans and Wildlife,
Committee on Nattiral Resources on March 3, 2010, in Washington, DC (Exhibit 22)
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Federal Financial Management, Government lnfonnation,
Federal Services, and International Security on June 20, 2011, in Boston, MA (Exhibit 23)
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Spin-off cases from Review of NOAA Fisheries Enforcement Programs and
Operations:
There have been several significant spin-off cases from our Review of NOAA Fisheries
Enforcement which have been conducted, some of which have resulted in various personnel actions
and others which have some Congressional Interest. Specifically:

FOP·WF· I0-0210-1: Improprieties in OlBNWD
Allegations of improprieties and misuse of government equipment involving ~ere
substantiated and a report of our findings has been submitted to NOAA with a recommendation
for appropriate administrative action. To date, a formal response from NOAA Is pending.
PfC-SP-1 Q..1195-1; NOAA/AFF Forei&n Travel - Trondheim. Norway (and Malaysia)
During the course of completlng Phase II (AFF) of our Review information was developed that
some NMFS/OLE and NOAA/GCEL employees may have claimed questionable expenses while on
foreign travel. Specifically, we identified fourteen employees (twelve with OLE and two with GCEL)
who had traveled to Trondheim, Norway, in August 2008 for the Second Global fisheries
Enforcement Training Workshop (GFElW) and had arrived early and/or stayed late, and in some
instances took annual leave at one point either before or after the conference, and then also
claimed and/or received reimbursement for per diem expenses during these particular periods of
time.
Our Investigation determined that two OLE/NED employees obtained reimbursement for per diem (M&IE)
$864.SO and $65 1.00 respectively. that
they were not entitled to receive. In addition,
also reimbursed for a double-room
rate for the hotel expenses she claimed for e con erence and was reim-eda total excess
amount of $313.50 that she was not entitled to receive. (Note: Her
and 10
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accompanied her on the trip). A Draft Transmittal Memorandum Is being completed for Internal
OIG review/approval prior to being submitted to NOAA for appropriate administrative action.
It should be noted that this Is one of the active investigations recently referenced by DOC lG
Zinser during his most recent Congressional testimony in June 20 I I .

Presentation to the AGAC Environmental Issues Working Group:
In reply to correspondence that was provided from the Chair of the Attorney General's Advisory
Committee (AGAC) &wironmental Issues Working Group (EIWG) to NOAA Administrator
Lubchenco, which NOAA then included in their response to the Final Report of our Review, IG
Zinser also briefed a panel of United States Attorneys who served on the AGAC/EIWG regarding
our Review and recommendations as well as the corrective actions that have been undertaken by
NOAA. (Exhibits 12 and 24 • 30)
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

DATE:

June I, 2012

REF:

ACTION MEMORANDUM - CLOSURE
RE: Alleged Leak of Draft Rule (NOAA)

PPC-SP-10-0497-1
On August 25, 2008, the Office of Investigations (01) received a request from Sen. James lnhofe
(R-OK), that an investigation be initiated into the alleged premature and unauthorized release
of a draft rule revising regulations under the Endangered Species Act to the National Wildlife
Federation (NWF). Between August 2008 and January 20 I I extensive investigative activity
occurred on this matter. The matter received extensive media attention in 2009. An IG
subpoena was issued in November 20 I 0 upon the National Wildlife Federation, who failed to
comply. Enforcement action was never pursued. All other investigative leads were followed,
without identifying any individual responsible for the alleged release.
No investigative activity has occurred on this case since January 20 I I, when the case was
initially closed. It is unknown if Sen. lnhofe was ever advised of the status of this investigation.
There is no documentation indicating Sen. lnhofe has made any further inquiries regarding this
matter.
Due to the absence of any further investigative leads and the lack of identifiable
recommendations to make regarding this matter, it has been determined that this matter be
closed again based upon the January 20 I I Action Memorandum.

Approved:
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BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION

f-

On Febr-uar-y 24, 2012, our office was tasked with determining whether various officials of
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrninistr"ation's (NOAA) Office of Law Enforcement
to travel to
ivision, in
or

RESULTS/SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
Our· investigation did not find evidence demonstrating use of government funds by NOAA OLE
employees to travel to the retirement party.

METHODOLOGY
This investigation was conducted through document review, including electronic mail. purchase
card records. governir1ent owned vehicle logs and time and attendance recor-ds.
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II, ..

LE's Northeast Enforcement Division. Use of government funds
for any travel other than that for official business would be a violation of 41 CFR § 301-10.1.
We received, from a confidential source, the art flier announcin
held on Saturday,
t the
as a list of fifty-three potential attendees, not all of whom were NOAA employees, based on
both a "thank you" email f r o m - o the attendees, and the confidential source's own
information gathering. (Attachments 3 - 5)
We obtained and reviewed travel records
attendees and found nothing related to the

#

•

"'

...

•

nsactions for identified party
party. (Attachments 6 - 7)

We obtained the time and attendance records for all OLE employees e~
or the pay period before, including, and f o l l o w i n g - - - and determined that of those OLE officers li~ndee list, five had claimed
Law Enforcement Availability Pay (LEAP) f o r - - - - - 1 Of those five, one had been
listed by the confidential source as "noticeably absent" from the party. Of the other four
employees, three claimed one hour each, and one claimed three hours. None of those four
i d' iduals had avel history with AdTrav reflecting travel to or nea~n. or near
or purchase card transactions reflecting travel charges during the same
period. (Attachments 5 - 8)
We then requested records for any government-owned vehicle (GOV) assigned to any of the
thirty-eight NOAA employees we identified as assigned to the Northeast Division during the
month of
and learned that of those thirty-eight, twenty were OLE employees
assigned to the Northeast Division. Of the twenty individuals, twelve were assigned GOVS; of
those twelve, ten had records - one was on sick leave that month, and another was retired that
month. We reviewed the records and found no indication any GOVs were used to travel from
outside the area to attend the party. (Attachment 9)

1
Criminal investigators, such as OLE officers, as defined in 5 CFR § 550.103, are entitled to LEAP· pay under 5 CFR
§ 550.181 (f)( I), where, as defined under 5 USC § 5545(a), they are "generally and reasonably accessible by the ·

agency employing such investigator to perform unscheduled duty based on the needs of an agency ... "
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

File
pedal Agent

FROM:
DATE:

June 19, 2012

REF:

ACTION MEMORANDUM - CLOSURE
RE:
01 Case FOP-WF-12-0838-P

On May 24, 2012, the Office of Investigations (01) received information from a
caller alleging a bench warrant had been issued against
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Weather Service, for
failure to appear at several court appointments. (Serial I)
We subsequently queried the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and Justice Network
UNET) through the Middle Atlantic Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement Network
~LEN) and found no outstandin warrants. We identi~d - e s i d e s in
- M D , and contacted the
Police Department
D).lfD identified no
outstanding warrants for
at the city, state or local level.
e reviewed the public
access website for the Maryland Judiciary (www.courts.state.md.us and found tha~24,
2012, a civil writ was issued b the Circuit·Court for
or - f o r
failure to appear in
(Serials 2 and

5- 7)
Since the alleged bench warrant was found to actually be a civil writ in connection w i t h ur office has closed this case with no further action.

Approved: ~cting Special Agent in Charge

M~ Pursuantto b(7) (C)
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
CASE TITLE:

FILE NUMBER:

FOP-WF-11-0197-V
PROACTIVE REVIEW OF CENSUS COMPLAINTS
Nationwide

TYPE OF REPORT
0 Interim
[8J Final

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION
On January 24, 20 I I, the Office of Investigations (01) initiated a proactive review of incident
reports concerning assaults experienced by Census employees during the 20 I 0 Decennial
Census. The purpose of the review was to identify instances where an assault occurred, but
was either not reported to local police or not presented for prosecution after being reported.
(Attachment I)
RESULTS/ SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
Our investigation identified over 700 acts of violence, but focused on 95 of the most egregious
examples. In the process, we discovered and assisted in the investigation and prosecution of
three criminal matters. Our investigation disclosed few instances of assaults on Census
employees that were not already prosecuted at the state or local level where the facts
warranted prosecution. In many cases, inadequate reporting by Census employees or
supervisors prevented further prosecutive action.
METHODOLOGY
This investigation was conducted through interviews and document review, including electronic
mail, public domain documentation, internet sources, and documents from Census and their
Office of Security. This issue also became known to us through the Department of Commerce
(DOC), Office of Inspector General (OIG), Office of Audit and Evaluation (OAE), which in the
Distribution:

OIG _x_

BureaufOrganization/Agency Management_

DOJ: _ _

Other (specify):

Date:
6/22/2012

cting Special Agent in Charge
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS
last quarter of calendar 20 I 0 had addressed Census operations, including risk management
activities and enumerator safety. Census uses incident reports (Form BC-1206) to investigate
and report occupational injuries, illnesses, accidents and fatalities, and major damage to federal
property. Census also uses these reports to collect Information on any incident where a
Census employee was threatened or assaulted. We worked with Census Office of Security
personnel to obtain these reports and summarize ·the incidents into tabular form for analysis.
We analyzed the data and determined the incidents which merited further review. This was
done based on the degree or egregiousness of the offense. We ranked instances thus:
(I) assaults involving the actual use of a firearm (i.e., shots fired, firearm brandished or pointed
at the employee, etc.);
(2) assaults involving the actual use of a knife or. other dangerous weapon;
(3) assaults involving physical force (i.e., assault and battery), whether or not the employee
was injured;
(4) any other assault, which could include verbal confrontations or threats, ripping Census
forms from the hands of enumerators, and ·other actions which could cause the
enumerator to fear for their safety.
We divided these incidents geographically and assigned multiple agents to follow-up on each
incident to determine the facts surrounding each incident. In total, nine different agents
participated in various aspects of this review, with the objective of determining .whether cases
were appropriately presented for prosecution where the evidence supported prosecution, and
where no prosecution was pursued, determine if Federal prosecutors would pursue the matter.
We obtained copies of local police or sheriff reports, court documents, and Census records to
attempt to pinpoint whether reporting was accomplished, and if so, in what jurisdiction the
reported incident occurred. We interviewed Census employees arid managers, as well as local
law enforcement officials to attempt to determine the facts and disposition of each incident.
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

On or about January 24, 20 I I, our office received and analyzed a listing from the Census Office
of Security (OSY) detailing 848 instances of potentially violent incidents reported by employees
conducting 20 I 0 Decennial operations. Of those 848 instances, slightly more than 700 were
initially determined to report bona fide acts of violence. We established a methodology to
identify incidents in order to focus investigative efforts given limited resources; 95 incidents that
represented the most egregious assaults were culled out and assigned to agents across the
country. The goal was to further review these cases to serve as an internal quality control
review to validate incidents reported by employees, obtain law enforcement reports on the
reported. incident, follow up with further investigative activity if necessary, and move forward
with presentation to cognizant prosecution offices_ if the facts warranted. (Attachment I)
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Al Am':tions Pursuant to bfn (c)
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS
We contacte
Health and Safety Branch for Census, finding 73
workers compensation cases where the injuries were related to an assault during the Decennial
Census. The total cost for~ensation and medical claims related to these is
$310, 184.93 as of May 2012. . . - . . . a i d his best estimate is the four cases that remain
open will result in $50,000 to $60,000 per year in continuing costs, plus another $20,000 for
medical costs.
pointed out this captures only those assault victims who filed
OWCP claims - there is no requirement to file such a claim. He said he knows of one female
employee who was sexually assaulted but to maintain her privacy she did not file OWCP claims.
(Attachment 2)
We discovered acts of violence that included the discharge of firearms at and physical
assaults of Census takers, as well as robberies, carjackings, and a kidnapping. Our
investigation found few instances where local law enforcement did not appropriately handle the
complaint. In most cases, Census reporting to the police was done more as a matter of
formality, as the records often show the Census employee·did not want to pursue charges, but
only needed a police report for their supervisor. In some cases, reports made through Census
Office of Security did not have an accompanying police report, and upon further inspection, it
appears no police report was ever made. As a result of this project, we identified cases that
resulted in our office assisting local prosecutors pursue cases. In one publicized case, the death
of a Census employee in rural Kentucky initially appeared to be a murder based on the person
being a Census employee, however, it was later determined the employee committed suicide
and tried to make it appear as though it was homicide. In another case, a Census enumerator
was kidnapped, held hostage for over an hour, and threatened with a blowtorch. The suspect
pied guilty in this case (I 1-0282). In still another case, we testified before a state Grand Jury to
obtain an indictment for assault and destruction of property where the suspect beat and
stabbed the employee with a knife and slashed the employee's tires ( 11-0389). (Attachment 3) 1
In an attempt to educate local law enforceme11t about the results of this project and the danger
to Census workers, our office, together with the Director of the Census Bureau, Robert
Groves, sent a letter to local law enforcement authorities across the country. (Attachment 4)

1
This attachment uses cases in the Denver area of responsibility, showing the nature of the offenses and
dispositions. It is provided as an example of the work that was done across the country.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Office of Inspector General
Washington, DC 20230

Al ADEtiOnS PtJsuantto b(7) (C)

June I, 2012
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Bill Fleming
Director, Office of Human Resources Management

FROM:

Rick

£::.

~:-'~,,~·

Beitef;~..i<-'?~·

Principal Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations and Whistleblower Protection
SUBJECT:

OIG Investigation, Re:
(OIG Case # 12-0513-1)

Attached is our Report of Investigation (ROI) in the above-captioned matter. Our investigation
substantiated the allegations and the findings are provided for your review and appropriate
action. Based on the seriousness of their misconduct, involving Department letterhead forged
for pur oses of ersonal ain, we recommend that you take appropriate disciplinary action
against
ln accordance with DAO 207-10, Section 5, paragraph 4, your written response of any action
proposed or taken is requested within 60 days of receipt of this referral.
In your official capacity, you have responsibilities concerning this matter, the individuals
identified in this memorandum, and the attached documents. Accordingly, you are an officer of
the Department with an official need to know the information provided herein in the
performance of your duties. These documents are being provided to you in accordance with
5 U.S.C. §552a(b )(I) of the Privacy Act and as an intra-agency transfer outside of the provisions
of the Freedom of Information Act.
Please be advised that these documents remain in a Privacy Act system of r·ecords and that the
use, dissemination or reproduction of these documents or their contents beyond the purposes
necessary for official duties is unlawful. The OIG requests that your office safeguard the
information contained in the documents and refrain from releasing them without the express
written consent of the Counsel t:0 the Inspector General.

...... ·- .. ···-······ ...

ontact me . 2 4 8 2 - o r at (202) 482

Attachment
ROI (with exhibits)
cc: OIG case file
U.S. Department of Commerce - Office of Inspector General
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
CASE TITLE:

FILE NUMBER:
HQ-HQ-12-0513-1
TYPE OF REPORT
D Interim
cg:j Final

Washington, DC

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION

On February 28, 2012, our office received a complaint from
Commerce Human Resources Operations Center (DOCHROC), alleging that
- Office of Executive Resources, Office of Human Resources
Management (OHRM), had misused U.S. Department of Commerce letterhead when he sent a
forged letter to the law firm of Weinstock, Friedman & Friedman (WFF), stating that he had
resigned from Commerce, in order to avoid a wage garnishment action. The complaint also
stated that~ay have assisted in the fraud.
~of

RESULTS/SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION

Our investigation substantiated the allegations.~
wage garnishment action notification from
......_Office of Co~and Benefits, DOCHROC.
admitted
providing the notification t o - - i n s t e a d of providing it to the appropriate official for
processing.
METHODOLOGY
~he

This investigation was conducted through interviews and reviewing documents.

OIG ...lL

Bureau/Organization/Agency Management _A_
Date:

01

1~

DOJ: _ _

Other (specify):
Date:

(

~fr I'irector, Special ln-:estigations
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Al l\UEtiOl1S Pursuant to b(7) (C)

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

On February 28, 2012, our office received a complaint from
who provided
documents that indicated somebody falsified a letter on Depa
mmerc.e letterhead.
as wel~
The do~uments included a wage garnishment action against
purporting to be from Department of Commerce's "Payroll Office," stating t h a t - - was no longer employed by Commerce. (Attachment I)
We interviewed
Human Resources Specialist, Office of Compensation and
Benefits, DOCHROC, who stated that on February 27, 2012, she received a phone call from
WFF, inquiring wh~age garnishment had not be~sed.-stated she
had not received any such garnishment, and requested a copy~as provided a copy of
~nishment, filed July I 0, 2009, in D.C. Superior Court - Small Claims Branch, against
- - - i n the amount of $2,542.25, along with a letter, dated February 26, 20 I0, on
Commerce letterhead stationery, purporting to be from Commerce's "Payroll Office,'~
that~as no longer employed by Commerce as of October 16, 2009. 1 - advised that the letter was obviously a forgery because it was {I) addressed directly to the
attorney; (2) there was no signatory information; a~e sender's address block was
re etitive iven that it was formatted on letterhead-lso provided information that
have been involved in the arnishment not being processed since
{Attachment 2)
We then reviewed the affidavits of se
.C. Superior Court - Small Claims
Branch, for the wage garnishment case,
and learned that the notice of wage
garnishment was served at HCHB
on July 17, 2009. We then reviewed the
correspondence on file with WFF~ atter, and found that s u b s e q u l l l l l l l
garnishment notification to HCHB-1
sent three letters to
Attorney, WFF, each of which proffered a different pay plan option that he w1s e to egm.
Neither D.C. Superior Cour~ firm provided any record indicating this garnishment
notification had been sent t~irectly. (Attachments 3 - 4)
During his voluntary interview oh May 4, 2012,
stated that
provided him the garnishment notice when she received it on July 17, 2009.
admitted that he had forged the letter on Commerce letterhead in an effort to stall the wage
garnishment action. (Attachment 5)
1 When asked to explain the two-and-half year gap between the original filing date and the law firm's phone call,
- s t a t e d that it is typical of debt collection servicers to do routine reconciliation attempts of their open
cases, and that it was not irregular for there to be such a time gap.-tated that the law firm had received
the February 26, 20 I0 letter and dosed the matter at that time. ·
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Al~ Pursuant to b(7) (C)

During her voluntary interview on May 7, 2 0 1 2 . - d m i t t e d that sh~
with the wage garnishmen~. 20~e is friends wit~
wanted to "help him o u t . ' ' - d m i t t e d that she calle~to notify him of
the wage garnishment, and then gave him the notice. (Attachment 6 r On Ma 8, 2012, we obtained a declination for criminal prosecution of both
Assistant United States Attorney for the District of

--~·-.,---~.~-------
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Pl AdElions Pursuant to b(7) (c)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of Inspector General
Washington, DC 20230

August 24, 2012
MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

ACTION MEMORANDUM - CLOSURE
RE: Alleged Improper Hiring in the Office of the Secretary
(01 Case No. FOP-WF-12-0862-P)

On June 29, 2012, we interviewed
Office of the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant

S I

stated he then initiated the process to rehire

~dvised the OIG that
~~ice (SES) employee

as a career Senior
and wa
that she met the
qualifications as a SES for the position, on
stated~sition
would not have had to be compet
~remotion for In a
May 4, 2012 memorandum issued b
- w a s granted a waiver in order to
perform "duties critical to the mission of the Department of Commerce." Under provisions of
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Y
AA), and as detailed in DOC
Human Resources Bulletin #I 16, FY I0 (DOCHRB ,
ould continue to receive her
- a l o n g with her sala .
s ated that there was no DOC policy
~epartment
within a certain time frame;
however, he stated that because
was hired within six months of her she is limited to working 520 hours for the first six months under the provisions of the dual
compensation waiver as outlined in the NOAA and DOCHRB.

II Ad:l:tions PlfSualltto b(7) (c)

2

We have reviewed the provisions of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
Human Resources Bulletin #116, FYIO and have determined that the rehiring of
-di
violate the applicable legal requirements. We also review~
documents for
and found the documentation to be consistent w i t h statements.
~C

Beite~~

APPROVED BY: Rick
Principal Assistfulnspector General
for Investigations & Whistleblower Protection

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of Inspector General
Washington, D.C. 20230

Al RDdorJs Pursuant to b(7) (C)

September 27, 2012
MEMORANDUM FOR:

File

THRU:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Closing Action Memorandum
_ II I• •I •
I • It• • n technology {IT) positions at t h e HQ-HQ-12-1147-P

On August 14, 2012, a confidential com lainant submitted a web form to the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) alleging that
Office of Financial
Management (OFM). Department of Commerce (D~itiated a reduction in force (RIF) to
eliminate six information technology (IT) positions in -The confidential complainant alleged
- n i t i a t e d the RIF to eliminate the IT positions of those employees she did not
~ainant al~mployee slated for a RIF notice was selected to fill a
new IT position because-liked that employee. Our investigation did not disclose
any evidence to support the complainant's allegations.
·
Human Resources
On September 17, 2012, we interviewed
Management, Office of the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Apministration,
DOC~tated the RIF was necessary due to bus
erred to a
Depa~nsportation Enterprise Service Center
•
cost
cutting measure to meet budget constraints
dvised the workload of the
have
si nificantl decreased over the past several years due to the completed implementation of the

On September 20, 2012, we interviewed
Department of
tated her office
Commerce Human Resources Operation ~CHROC).
handled the mechanics of the RIF process.-tated the six positions being eliminated
were all IT positions and the six employees received RIF notifications pursuant to the
Commerce Alternative Personnel System (CAPS) and the CAPS Operating Procedures Manual.
tated had a need for one IT Security Specialist and a subpanel was appointed
to determine if any of the affected employees qualified for the position.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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~er 17, 2012, we interviewed
OHROC.
- t a t e d she managed this particular RIF action.
tated the six employees
were informed of the RIF action and given the opportunity to meet with Human Resources
in
one-on-one sessions to inform them of the RIF process and
specialists in group m - e t nd
answer any questions
tated once the employees are notified of the RIF action and
given the opportunity to up ate t eir official personnel file (OPF}, the employees are grouped
by their career path and grade. In this case, all were in the same career P . - t
i list, series
2210 and all except one were grade 4. The remaining was grade 3.
stated the
employees' OPFs were reviewed to determine their tenure status, veteran pre erence, service
computation date, and the results of their last three performance appraisals. The information is
·1 d to determine the employees' a.~justed service computation date and rank ordered.
tated the listing is used to determi.ne the order the e~ould be released,
er, this instance; all six positions were being elimiriated. - a d v i s e d - i d
have
a
IT Security Specialist position available so a panel was convened to determine if any of
the six employees would qualify for the position. Each of the employees were informed of the
position and given the opportunity to update their resume which the anel would evaluated to
determine if any qualified for the IT Security Specialist position.
f the six
~mitted updated resumes for consideration and
did not.
- u r t h e r stated the employees were informed they could enroll in the
Reemployment Priority List (RPL}, which is a listing of individuals who have priority hiring
preference for any DOC vacancy and hiring managers are re ·
r the RPL before they
can consider other applicants for employment vacancies.
stated out of the six
.. .. ..
affected employees, three were currently enrolled in the
the IT
Security Specialist posidon, one employee decided to retire and one,
did not
enroll.

..

On September 17, 2012, we interviewed
Office of Staffing, Recruitment and
Classification, DOCHROC-tated she was the advisor for the RIF subpanel Review.
tated the object~ubpanel was to review the resumes of the employees to
nAi,or:m'
if any qualified for the vacant IT Security Specialist position with minimal disruption.
described minimal disruption as being able to adjust to the new position within 90
days
stated that the skill sets within the job series 2210, IT Sped.varied
that not all IT Specialist would qualify for the IT Security Specialist position.
stated
the panel consisted of two subject matter experts who have the technical now edge and
experience to evaluate the skill sets of the employees. being considered ~
two panel members were
Supervisory IT Specialist and Supervisory IT Specialist.
stated the anel members reviewed the resumes and
identified two emplo ee
ualified for the IT Security
Specialist position.
state the pos1t1on a to e o ere t o - r s t because he
ranked higher on the listing based on the adjusted service computation date.

Attachments:
- ·
I.
Investigative Record Form (IRF) for the intel"Yiew ~ated September 24, 2012
2. IRF for the coordination with OOCHROC, dated September 21, 2012.
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Al Rm:tions Pursuant to b(7) (c)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of Inspector General
Washington, D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The File

FROM:

Special Agent
Office of Investigations I HQ Operations

DATE:

October I, 2012

SUBJECT:

Action Memorandum for Closure
FOP-WF-12-1148-P

On September I I, 2012, a preliminary investigation was initiated. (Serial 4)
On September 24, 2012,
dvised the allegations under review involved "dumping
IT maintenance costs on NASA contracts" and the NOAA GOES-R contract~
identified as one of the contracts possibly associated with the alleged scheme. noted that based upon their investigative findings to date, which included information obtained
from the CU Atmospheric Research Lab personnel, they have determined that there was no
improper co~ionable activity associated with the NOAA GOES-R contract.
According t~he allocations of maintenance costs for this particular contract
were done properly and there were no issues or concerns identified. (Serial 6)

U.S. Department of Commerce - Office of Inspector General
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Al Rm:tions Pursuant to b(7) (c)
Action Memorandum for Closure

FOP-WF-12-1148-P

On September 28, 2012.-provided a summary of the interviews, as well as copies
of the policies and proce~r~nance costs, for the work they completed
on August 23-24, 2012, in Boulder, C O . - reported that when they specifically asked
the CU Atmospheric Research Lab personnel about the allegations, i.e., if maintenance costs
were purposefully charged to the four NASA programs for monetary gain, expediency and/or
. ce, each of them denied charging unwarranted costs to select NASA programs.Isa explained they intend to check with some other individuals in NASA program
determine what they know about IT maintenance costs and charges at the CU
Atmospheric
Research Lab. (Serial 7)
noted the GOES-R program content at the CU Atmospheric Research Lab
consists of the Extreme Ultraviolet and X-ray lrradiance Sensors EXIS Instrument. Althou
the contracting officer (CO) for EXIS is a NASA em lo ee
for EXIS. To date, NASA/OIG has not interviewed
hey intend ~~ak with the
CO for EXIS first and then determine if it will be necessary to interview-Serial 7)
No further investigative activity is planned or contemplated for DOC/OIG at this time. Based
upon the above information, it is recommended that this preliminary investigation be closed.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Office of Inspector General
Washington. D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM FOR:

File

FROM:
DATE:

February 13, 2013

REF:

FOP-WF-12-1298-P
RE:
UPDATED Action Memorandum for Closure

2

Approved by:

Date: February 13, 2013

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office oflnspector General

Pl Rlda1k>fls Pllsuantto b(7) (C)

Washington, D.C. 20230

March 10, 2011

MEMORANDUM FOR:
JI

;

;

,.

cer
and Technology

FROM:

Scott Bere:~~~
Assistant~JtJeJ[:,l(ji

SUBJECT:

n

ffice of Corporate Human Capital Strategy and
Accountability, Office of the Secretary (OS), Office of Human
Resources Management (OHRM)
·
DOC OIG/OI Case# FOP-WF-10-0466--I
This memorandum is proii!iiided
to re rt the results of our~·
v · ·
garding allegations of
misconduct made against
OS, OHRM.
ce of Corporate
Human Capital Strategy
Accountability (hereafter « uman Capital}. Please do not
disseminate the infonnation contained in this report outside of those Within the Department who
have a need to know without the expressed pennission of the Department of Commerce (DOC),
Offi~ of Inspector General (010).
Initial ComQlaint

This allegation was
HRM, Human Resources S~ialist who processed and rejected
SF-52, Temporary Promotion Fonn, explained that~ already been granted a
temporary promotion within the last twelve months and w~..!m{ore, ineligible for another
tempo:ar>' ~·n.~proved the SF-52 whic~rejected (Attachment 3,
Intemewo
~
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Al f9Btions Pursuant1o b(7) (C)
Additional Allegations

While assessing the above allegatio~d others associated with DOC OHRM made
additional allegations of misconduct on the part of ~ese allegations include:

1.~rovided inaccurate infonnation during a Departmental investigation concerning
· .a.liiiialillly Identifiable lntonnation incident that affected over 30,000 DOC employees;
2.)~ade monetary loans to a subordinate.
ed allegations involving~ch were
We also investigated
reported to us. Given
and position within the Department, and taken in
their entirety. these management matters raise questions regarding her judgment, proper
adherence to DOC policy and her ability to manage employees and programs. As such, we are
bringing these matters to your attention. These management related allegations include:

id not follow proper policy when granting student loan repayment benefits;
•d not adequately manage the Post-Secondary Degree Intern Program;
ked a subordinate to do graduate coursework. on her behalf.
Methodology
In the course of this investigation, we interviewed over thirty witnesses, obtained and reviewed
documents
within DOC, as well as documents ftom multiple requests voluntarily
provided bJ
ough counsel. Additionally, our Computer Forensic Unit analyzed data
obtained
mputers and information systems by the DOC Computer Incident

Response Team.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.) We substantiated ~provided the DOC Computer Incident Response Team with
inaccurate information ~o a Personally Identifiable Information incident in December
2009 that disclosed the Social Security Numbers of over 30,000 DOC employees.

that-oaned
ti.ate, based on inconclusive-viden
in 2008 and 2009. However,
id acknowledge she gave
ts o
·totaling $200 ~od
g several years. Additionally,
pproved a cash award fo~ 2009 for purposes other than
Although we were not able to substantiate the allegation concerning-I
either could we authenticate a potentially exculpatory piece of evidence
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provided. -rirovided 010 with a receipt for handyman services which s~
.
explained ~h bank withdrawal she made in 2008 around the same
claimed to have accom~ed her bank. This withdrawal was alleged to be the
proceeds of a loan to
e earned
ught out the handyman that allegedly
issued her a receipt biC in 008 and in 2010,
ook possession of bis receipt book
before the receipt book was provided to 010.

Management Issues

a.~d not prepare required written justifications when approving student loan
repayment benefits for three members of her staff.
b.

C's Post-Secondary Int.em Program (PIP). Witnesses
an
c1pants COITO rate that PIP interns worked off-site and did not work the forty
hours a week for which they were paid through the granl

c.)Amemberof~co
having to do Ph.D. coursework on

I t

:

I .. t

I

e DOC Employee Assistance Program about
behalf.

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

1. Inassurate Information Provided Regarding Personally Identifiable Information
·
Incident
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administrators ~t the emails be deleted from the bureau-level recipients' inboxes••
(Attachment s.~mail, 121412009).
f the DOC, Computer Incident Response Team
'th her about the PU incident of December 4111•
bowed him a file that demonstrated that the SSN
en that was sent out to a DOC Bureau on December 4th
9114/20 l 0).

On Monday,
(CIR1J went
While at hero ce.
column was hidden on an
(Attachment 6, Interview o

Infonnation~rovided to CIRT that the column displaying DOC employees' SSNs were

hidden on ~chments~nt out on December 4, 2009 was reported in DOC
CIRT Incident Report OHRM20~ and~ dated December 7, 2009. The
CIRT report stated that on, "December 4, 2009,~m Office of Human
Resources Management (OHRM) sent 9 emails to DOC employees, each containing an
attachment with Pll information. The PII infonnation within the attachment included the Social
Security Numbers~f
DOC em lo ees along with the names of those employees. At the W:ne the
email was transmi
ized that the Social Security number column in the

spreadsheet was hidden. n to , , 7 Social Security Numbers were contained within the
attachments" (Attachment 7, CIRT Incident Report OHRM20091204-0l, 1217/2009).
A letter dated December 31, 2009, from the DOC Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and Assistant
Secretary for Administration was sent to over 30,000 DOC employees affected by the PII
incident. The December 31, 2009 letter stated, "This unfortunate incident was caused by an
oversight due to the SSNs being bidden in a spreadsheet'' (Attachment 8, Letter from DOC CFO,
12131/2009).
IRT, completed an image verification and
unt of DOC OHRM employee
Review of Records from~IRT, 6/15/2010). On September JS,
IR.T, verified that six emails and attachments rec.rwe:rea

Oil June 15, 2010
process on the tar !

.

J:"l

:

computer were the same emails and attachments e
December 4, 2009 (Attachment 10, Interview o
. The excel spreadsheet
n
mputer sent out by
accompanying the six emails recove
n December 4, 2009 contained column headers labeled: "EmpllD2", "SSN" and
p
e." The "SSN" columns on the six excel spreadsheet email attachments were not ·
- hidden and clearly displayed the SSNs of thousands of DOC employees (Attachment 11, Review
of Records from CIRT, November2010).
In January-2011
DOC 010, Computer Crimes Unit (CCU) reviewed the data obtained by DOC
CIRT fron
OC computer-DOC computer and files recovered from the
networked
ve s~~pital employees. CCU confinned that the six
emails recovered from~ computer originated from the user account o~
after 6:00 p.m. on the evening of December 4, 2009 and that the email spreadsheet attachments
.contained a column that clearly displayed the SSNs of DOC employees (Attachment 12, DOC

OIG Computer Forensic Analyms, 212512011).
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DOC CIR.T incident report OHRM20091204-0ldated December 7, 2009, and the December 31,
2009 letter from the DOC CFO and Assistant Secretary for Administration both described email
spreadsheet attachments with columns containing the SSNs of DOC employees as "bidden".
Therefore, informatio~rovided CIRT, specifically the information characterizing the
SSN columns in the ~ents~ecember 4, 2009 as "hidden", was factually
incorrect (Attachment 13, lnterviewot~IRT, 11117/2010).
2. Loans to a Subordinate
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~icked~his
i tbook from

21, Letter from
mey, 02/
May 2008 (A
en , terview of
she used the $3,000 cash withdrawal from o m
performed on her residence (page 33 at line 771).
During a May 2010 interview~enied loaning

$2>800 in 2008 but ·
have given him $200 because he needed financ'
ent 22, Interview of
5/11/2010). During a February 2011 interview
larified that during the time
began working for her in 2006 thru 2009, she gave
an ~ut $200 (Attachment
20, Interview o~ 21312011, page 79 at line 1889).
er explain
asked her for $2~ occasions for lunch money (page
at me 1898) or for
buy lunch for visitors to DOC OHRM, such as those associated with a veterans programs
supported by DOC, Operation Warfighter (page 81 at line 1934). ~d she gave
~O for a taxi or for luggage [handling] at ~ute pursuant to travel on behalf of
~ge 80 at line 1910).
'd she gavE~oney to pick items up for office
parties such as a bab
r
t line 1963), gas money (page 82 at line 1969) or
another $40 wbe
•
alter Reed Anny Medical Center and needed
~use hi
age 83 at line 1979). ~d sometimes
~d her back and sometimes not (page 87 at line 2089).
Alleged Loan 2009
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According to 0
~wardfo
~eknew

and that she suspec
being done because
si~

said

e

and
later
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Hwnan C8pital~d she recalled tmiaiJie
award and that the a~.;to the fact that~
pay was decreased as the result of a tax issue (Attachment 29,
6f2n.010).

on June 1, 2010, he
brought to his attention a
he

Management Issues
a. DOC Employee Student Loan Repayment Program Policy Not Followed

DOC Departmental Administrative Order (DAO) 202-957, Repayment of Student Loan Policy,
authorizes the repayment of up to $60,000 of personal'student loans to re.Ql'Uit or retain highly
qualified personnel. Section-6 of DAO 202-957 states that one of the criteria authorizing
repayments of student loans is that, "the candidate would not accept the position without
receiving the student loan repayment incentive.,, Section-7 states that in determining the amount
ofloan reimbursement, "special skills the individual brings to the operating unit" must be
considered. Fwther, Section:.9 states, "requests for approval of a student loan repayment
incentive must include a written justification addressing each of the criteria fo~ eligibility"
(Attachment 33, DAO 202-957 Sections 6 thru 9, 6/312005).
Ys 2008 and 2009 for her direct
the amountof$19,217;
ttachment 34, DOC Student
09; Attachment 3S,
212008; Attachment 37,

10).
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When 010 requested and reviewed the SLRS~pproved for student loan repayments
in FYs 2008 and 2009, no required written 'ustificatioos addressing the eligibility criteria for
granting student loan repayment to
ere fowid.

b. Inadequate Management of Post-Secondary Degree Intern Program
Ouin)'Bld bas been th
OC Post-Secondary Internship Program (PIP),
an over $286 000
~ce at least 2008 (Attachment 43, PIP Grant, 9/3/2008). As
'IP~ responsible for compliance with grant conditions as set
orth ID the DOC Grants and Cooperative Agreements Interim Manual (OCAIM). Chapter4 of
GCAIM. under Responsibilities in Grants Administration, Paragraph-H, Programmatic
Responsibilities references the
responsible for the monitoring and oversight
of the work conducted under tlie ~
compliance with relevant regulations
(Attachment 44, OCAIM, 8/1/2007).
ftice used interns primarily from the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU). The Announcement of Federal Funding
Opportunity for the PIP states that interns, "will participate in on-site work experiences in DOC
bureaus and offices" (Attaclunent 45, Announcement of Federal Funding Opportunity, 2008).

Interviews of PIP interns and those administering the program revealed that interns teleworked,
worked Alternate W rk Schedules
• not work the 40 hours a week for which they
were paid.
ffice from 2006 tbru about February 20 I 0, said
that in
or
16 to 24 hours a week, but were paid for 40 hours
• stopped in November 2009 when two in~HRM,
~ned (Attaclunent 1, Complaint ol-/612010
terview 01~12912010).
.

•

40

a HACU intern who worked for
commented that almost all intern time cards were fia
ent
use the interns never
enough work to do at the office, so it would be im ssible for them to say they were working at
home because the work simply didn"t exist.
•d that she did her 40 hours a vveek at
DOC but because she was never given any wo
orked on her Master's degree thesis while
sitting at her desk (Attachment 48, Interview of
19120 t 0).
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DOC O~ Human Capital,
•d the typical intem worked
three days a week an was supposed to aecomplish the rest of their work at
home.
mmented that this probably did not happen since intern homs were not
·d~ld her that OHRM would not get any money back no matter
what hours the interns work:~ght as well just give them 40 hours a week pay
(Attachment 4, Interview of-12812010).
at DOC fl

-sai ·

a HACU intem who worked f~uring the
onned
e was taking fiv~d would not be able to work 40 hours a
week.
cted her to do as many hours as possible at DOC and that she
could do the rest in her donn room. - s a i d between her five classes and part-time campus
job, she at times.e worked 40 hours [at DOC], but other times she did not (Attachment
51, Interview of
1212010).
.
S8l

e

At the end of each week, the Interns submitted timesheets to
ho then
approved and forwarded the timesheets· via email to the grantee organization for payment. The
grantee paid the interns for the amount of hours worked as indicated on the time sheet from
monies they received from the DOC PIP grant.~e timelci ·
in
office, said there was no accountability of the interns or of their h
•d that the
interns were paid for many more hours than they actually worked.
mmented that the
interns spent most of their time running errands, filing,·~ the phone and did not perform
actual DOC OHRM work (Attachment 52, Interview o~/6/2010).
c. Subordinate Tasked with Graduate Counework

The alleged misconduct and management issues outlined in this report are of a serious ·
administrative nature. As such, it is provided to assist you in considering adminis1rative action
you deem necessary. If you have any questions regarding the infonnation contained in this
memorand~ please feel free to contact me at (202) 4 8 2 · . -
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